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Abstract

With the proliferation, miniaturization and mass production of unmanned aircraft, the
acquisition and operation of unmanned aircraft is now within reach of any organization
or technically-inclined individual. However, the number and scale of these systems pose a
potential risk to ground personnel and facilities as well as other aircraft.

The objective of this report is to serve as a primer on general Unmanned Aircraft sub-
systems and to provide a sense of current and future unmanned aircraft capability for the
Countermeasure community. Since rapid technical change makes tracking product develop-
ments impossible, this document can only meaningfully overview basic technical principles
and sketch general future direction. However, within topics such as principles of flight, state
estimation, or communications, the document can afford to provide greater detail and in-
sight into both the capabilities and vulnerabilities of unmanned systems. Finally, the report
closes with a brief overview of emerging applications and with high-level conclusions on the
utility and character of unmanned operations.
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Résumé

Avec la prolifération, la miniaturisation et la production en série d’aéronefs sans équipage,
l’acquisition et l’exploitation d’aéronefs sans équipage sont désormais à la portée de toute
organisation ou de tout individu ayant une vision technique. Cependant, le nombre et la
taille de ces systèmes représentent un risque potentiel pour le personnel et les installations
au sol, ainsi que pour les autres aéronefs.

Le présent rapport a pour objectif de servir d’introduction aux sous-systèmes généraux
d’aéronefs sans pilote et de donner une idée de la capacité actuelle et future en matière
d’aéronefs sans pilote pour la communauté des contre-mesures. Etant donné que les chan-
gements techniques rapides rendent impossible le suivi des développements de produits,
ce document ne peut que donner une vue d’ensemble des principes techniques de base et
dessiner une orientation future générale. Toutefois, dans des domaines tels que les principes
de vol, l’estimation d’état ou les communications, le document peut permettre de fournir
plus de détails et de mieux comprendre les capacités et les vulnérabilités des systèmes sans
pilote. Enfin, le rapport se termine par un bref aperçu des applications émergentes et par
des conclusions générales sur l’utilité et le caractère des opérations sans pilote.
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Significance for defence and security

This document overviews the fundamental principals, components, control techniques and
operational methods of unmanned aircraft systems (UAS). Throughout this review, the
document also discusses potential vulnerabilities relevant to the counter UAS problem.
The document establishes a common understanding of UAS capabilities, vulnerabilities,
and plausible countermeasure objectives and effects for both technology developers and
operators.
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Importance pour la défense et la sécurité

Ce document de référence passe en revue les principes fondamentaux, les composants, les
techniques de contrôle et les méthodes opérationnelles des systèmes d’aéronef sans pilote
(UAS). Tout au long de cet examen, le document aborde également les vulnérabilités po-
tentielles liées au problème du compteur d’UAS. Le document établit une compréhension
commune des capacités, des vulnérabilités et des objectifs plausibles de contremesures pour
les UAS, à la fois pour les développeurs de technologies et pour les opérateurs.
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1 Introduction

With the proliferation, miniaturization and mass production of unmanned aircraft, the
acquisition and operation of unmanned aircraft is now within reach of any organization
or technically-inclined individual. However, the number and scale of these systems pose
a potential risk to ground personnel and facilities as well as other aircraft. Consultations
with the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), the Canada Border Services Agency
(CBSA) and Transport Canada (TC) indicate these systems pose a growing threat to the
public safety of Canadians. The objective of GOALTENDER project is to establish the
civil authority’s responsibilities, limits and tools (or the ’rules of engagement’) available to
counter intentional or accidental intrusions into restricted airspace by small Unmanned Air
System (UAS).

For GOALTENDER this document provides a set of background discussions on the the
principles of flight for fixed and rotor wing UAS, and very brief overviews of sensors, au-
topilots, and servo-controllers. The review discusses the relationship between factors such
as endurance, maximum airspeed, and manoeuvrability and their impact on payload per-
formance. The review also suggests a set of exemplary UAS systems (e.g. small quad rotor,
small fixed wing, etc.) to be used in following work to estimate detection, identification,
tracking, and engagement requirements for countermeasures.

In the large, the objective of this report is to serve as a primer on general UAS subsystems
and to provide a sense of current and future UAS capability for the Counter Unmanned Air
System (CUAS) community. Of course, fast-paced change makes tracking specific technolo-
gies impossible, meaning that this document can only meaningfully overview basic technical
principles and sketch general future direction. In other cases, such as principles of flight,
state estimation, or communications, the document can afford to provide slightly greater
detail. Finally, the report closes with a brief overview of emerging applications and with
high-level conclusions on the utility and character of UAS operations.
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2 Dynamics of Flight

Despite a century of manned flight, the sudden appearance of UAS and the subsequent
CUAS problem has surprised most security forces. However, the roots of this revolution
lie in the same physics as manned flight albeit in a regime or scale made possible only by
modern electronics. This section will briefly review the principles of flight of fixed, rotor,
and hybrid winged aircraft.

With the exception of lighter-than-air aircraft, flying vehicles rely on airfoils to generate
lift. These structures are either fixed to the aircraft, and therefore fixed wing or rotate with
respect to the aircraft, rotor wing. In either case, the wing generates lift by moving through
air, a compressible fluid subject to temperature, humidity, and atmospheric pressure.

2.1 Fixed Wing

The first UAS were R/C fixed-wing vehicles. These vehicles share many design configu-
rations with manned fixed wing aircraft. In general, these vehicles possess one main wing
and either leading or trailing elevators and a trailing vertical stabilizer. Far more common
than manned aircraft, UAS often fall into the ‘pusher’ category with the vehicle thrust
arising from a trailing propeller, often between a twin boom tail section. This configuration
protects the propellor during landing and ground personnel during vehicle handling.

In general fixed wing vehicles have:

• little or no geared power-train;

• few moving parts (motor, as few as two control surfaces for flying wing or v-tailerons,
elevator, and rudder)—more for Internal Combustion (IC) vehicles;

• electric servos and simple power distribution means that mechanical damage rarely
affects either power or control delivery;

• propellers are field replaceable; without the need for calibration or balancing;

• can be very fuel efficient, often possessing stealth and long range; and

• loss of thrust does not immediately terminate flight.

but at the cost of:

• lift is coupled to forward speed;

• increasing payload requires increased speed or larger wings; and

• launch and recovery often requires large obstacle free areas or dedicated recovery
equipment.
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Figure 1: The pressure distribution on an airfoil.

The principles of lift are identical to manned aircraft [1], with the wing experiencing lift
and drag forces as a function of the vehicle airspeed. In general, wings or airfoils have a
‘fat’ rounded leading edge that tapers to a ‘thin’ sharp trailing edge. Though symmetrical
wings are common in aerobatic craft,1 most wings have an asymmetric cross section with
a bulging top surface and flatter bottom surface—a cambered airfoil). The whole wing is
slightly inclined with respect to the airflow. This configuration provides two benefits:

1. inclining the wing deflects oncoming air down and raises the air pressure on the lower
surface; and

2. a flat bottom surface and rounded top surface increases the air pressure on the bottom
and delays onset of turbulence on the top respectively.

Aerodynamics is a significantly experimental science, therefore lift and drag equations are
often appear very simple, but mask complexity in dimensionless coefficients:

Fl = 1
2ClρV

2A (1)

Fd = 1
2CdρV

2A (2)

where Fl and Fd are the lift and drag forces, Cl and Cd are experimentally derived lift and
drag coefficients, ρ is the air density, V is the fluid flow velocity and A is the wing area, the
product of the span, and chord.

Since these are nonlinear equations, small changes in one variable can have significant
effects. Consider the effects of scaling on aircraft design.Lift at constant velocity is propor-
tional to area or simply: Fl ∝ A. Scaling down the wing dimensions 50%, F ′l = Fl

4 . If vehicles
1 Where inverted flight is as important as normal flight.
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were solid, mass would scale with volume and the scaled mass would becomes: M ′ = M
8 . Of

course, vehicle are rarely solid and components such as spars, stringers, and coverings are
difficult to scale, so structures tend to be overbuilt as they shrink becoming comparatively
stiffer, tougher, and heavier than the scale might imply so mass changes faster than surface
area but less than solid volume. In any case, aircraft lose mass more quickly than lift as
they shrink in scale. Similarly, drag (and required power) falls as the aircraft shrinks.

Both Cl and Cd depend on the angle of attack, α. These equations generally describe the
movement of smooth or laminar flow over the wing. However, when this flow becomes
disorganized or turbulent the wing’s performance can change drastically.

As depicted in Figure 1, airfoil lift and drag increases with the angle between the airflow
and the airfoil’s chord line or angle of attack, α. As air passes over the top of the wing,
contact with the surface will eventually disrupt laminar flow air to cause turbulent airflow
near the airfoil’s trailing edge. As the angle of attack increases, the turbulent region creeps
toward the leading edge until α reaches a critical angle where turbulence overwhelms the
flow over the wing surface and lift rapidly decreases while drag increases. At this point the
airfoil is stalled.

While angle of attack indicators can be installed on manned aircraft or UAS, pilots typically
try to fly above the level flight stall airspeed, even though an aircraft can stall at any
airspeed or attitude if the critical angle of attack is exceeded (e.g. in climbing turns). Since
an aircraft’s center of lift is behind the center of mass, a stalled aircraft usually noses down.
If one wing stalls before another such as during a turn, the aircraft will roll and enter a spin
composed of a near-vertical descent path, but in a slightly nose down attitude.

Wing shape drives the lift performance of the aircraft. ‘Fat’ or deep cambered wings can
create greater pressure differences between bottom and top surfaces, but have greater drag
than ‘thinner’ airfoils. Similarly, large spans wings have greater lift than shorter spans of
the same airfoil and reduce the impact of wing tip vortices, discussed later, compared to
shorter wings, but have greater drag. Thus fast aircraft tend to have thin short wings and
slow aircraft tend to have longer fat wings.

Figure 2 depicts the typical configurations of fixed wing aircraft. Variations include twin
tail booms and pusher propeller configurations. Some key structures:

Ailerons, moving surfaces on the wing’s trailing edge, control vehicle roll. By moving only
one aileron down, wing lift increases and the vehicle will roll towards the opposite wing.
Since adding lift also adds drag that would yaw the aircraft without correction (known as
adverse yaw), the aileron of the opposite wing is sometimes displaced upward to both rob
lift and add drag, increasing roll rate and decreasing adverse yaw.

Horizontal stabilizers are small airfoils usually at the rear of the aircraft that often includes
a moving surface, the elevator. Lift forces from the stabilizer and elevator control vehicle
pitch. Conventional aircraft have a small horizontal stabilizer at the rear of the aircraft. A
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Figure 2: Conventional and Canard fixed wing tractor configurations and a typical
pusher/twin tail configuration (bottom).
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canard puts a stabilizer forward of the wing with a slightly greater angle of attack, meaning
the canard stalls before the wing and drops the nose, naturally preventing a wing stall.

The vertical stabilizer, a symmetrical vertical airfoil often co-located with the horizontal
stabilizer, controls yaw with a movable rudder surface at the trailing edge. Hybrids of
vertical and horizontal stabilizers are possible either through V (or inverted V) tails (e.g.
RQ-7 Shadow) that use two inclined tail surfaces instead of three orthogonal surfaces.

The pressure difference between the upper and lower wing surfaces create a spinning airflow
or vortex that adds to vehicle drag on the fuselage and elevator. Vertical stabilizers, fuel
tanks, or winglets are placed at the end of the airfoil can improve lift and reduce drag.

Together, the ailerons, elevator, and rudder provide roll, pitch, and yaw control respectively
over the vehicle.

Changes in altitude are achieved through changes in thrust provided by powered jets or
propellers. Additional thrust increases vehicle airspeed that, in turn, increases wing lift—
the vehicle will climb as long as lift exceeds weight. Similarly, power reduction slows the
aircraft, diminishes lift, and forces the aircraft to descend as long as vehicle weight exceeds
lift. Flaps or flaperons (a hybrid of aileron and flap) will increase climb and descent angles
by adding lift (and drag).

Engines or motors provide thrust using propellers or jets to pull or push the aircraft through
the air column. A pulling engine is known as a tractor configuration. Pushers mount the
engine rearward often between tailbooms (e.g. RQ-7 Shadow) and permit ISR payloads a
greater forward field of view.

Propellers are airfoils with an angle of attack that decreases from a high value at the hub
(effectively vertical to the propeller disc) to nearly flat at the propeller tip (maximum
airspeed). Fixed pitch propellers assume a single ideal speed for the propeller, often to
serve the aircraft’s cruise speed. Variable pitch propellers allow the pilot to optimize the
propeller’s pitch for the flight condition. Most UAS use fixed pitch propellers.

Aircraft change direction through a combination of forward motion, roll and yaw. In simple
aircraft, roll alone is sufficient to turn an aircraft. In extreme turns, additional power may
be added to maintain altitude during turn.

Finally, the angle of the wings from root to tip or the wing dihedral, affects the vehicle’s
roll stability. Inclining both wings into a slight ‘V’ promotes a more stable aircraft than one
with a flat or inverted ‘V’ and leads to good natural heading stability.

2.1.1 Structure

With a long history in R/C hobbyist construction, fixed wing aircraft have evolved through
a range of structural approaches and materials. Tube and frame structures using wood
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members and lightweight fabric or plastic films have been supplanted by mass-produced
plastic and composite monocoque (thin load bearing shells) structures and cast styrofoam
structures. As mentioned earlier, scaling laws [2] mean that small aircraft experience sig-
nificantly lower mechanical loads than similar larger aircraft in similar manoeuvres. This
means that construction methods (e.g., fibreglass and foam) used in larger aircraft will pro-
duce a more durable small UAS using similar design rules or, conversely, this means that
small UAS design options may include techniques and materials that might be unusable or
impractical at larger scales (e.g., mylar film).

2.1.2 Payload

Like any aircraft, fixed wing UAS can carry stores such as additional fuel, sensors, or
deployable cargo, within a payload cargo volume or, occasionally, as wing stores. Batteries,
the autopilot, cameras or camera gimbals are the most common fixed wing UAS payloads.

Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) payloads, such as camera gimbals or
antennae, are usually installed within the fuselage to ensure a desirable centre of gravity
on the aircraft and, if protruding out of the fuselage, minimal disruption of the airflow.
Smaller UAS without landing gear may use hardened gimbal mounts to survive impact at
touchdown or, occasionally, use a retractable gimbal. More detail on gimbals will appear in
the Payload section.

2.2 Rotor-wing Vehicles

Rotor wing aircraft, such as helicopters or multi-rotors, generate lift by rotating large pro-
pellers or rotors with respect to the aircraft.

Though pre-dated by helicopters, multi-rotors have become a popular choice for small UAS
thanks to recent advances in control and generally safer, field maintainable designs. In
general, multi-rotors have a minimum of N + 1 moving parts, a motor for each rotor. They
also often have at least a pitch control (sometimes yaw) for the payload, if equipped. The
small rotor size keeps rotor tip speeds and noise signature low compared to single rotor
helicopters.

Helicopters generate lift by changing thrust direction and magnitude produced by the he-
licopter blades varying thrust over the main rotor disc. In large helicopters, a governor
ensures the helicopter main rotor maintains constant speed. A set of linkages, the collec-
tive, controls the mean pitch angle of all the blades with respect to the helicopter disc plane
and the total thrust magnitude. The cyclic controls roll and pitch through a swashplate,
a cam-like system that governs a blade’s angle (and lift) as it rotates around the main
shaft—in effect changing the disc’s centre of lift and creating pitch and roll forces similar
to fixed wing ailerons and elevators. A tail rotor compensates for the main rotor’s reaction
torque (which would otherwise spin the helicopter opposite to the rotor blade rotation)
with a small variable pitch rotor typically linked to the main helicopter shaft. The main
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rotor experiences high tip speeds and large loads that require tight mechanical tolerances
to maintain performance. Though complex, helicopter drive trains are more amenable to
centralized power plants such as IC engines and thus, easily scale up to larger vehicles.

While large helicopters generally maintain constant speed for variable pitch main and tail ro-
tors, multi-rotors vary motor speed (and thrust) of multiple fixed pitch rotors.2 To eliminate
reaction torque, these vehicles generally use even numbers of rotors divided into opposing
torque groups. Pitch and roll (and therefore translation) arise from asymmetric thrust from
the rotors about the desired axis, yaw arises from asymmetric reaction torque from the
torque groups, while both velocity and altitude changes are the product of net total thrust
and vehicle pitch/roll.

Electric multirotors’ many advantages stem from their simplified power train, specifically:

• electric multirotor have no geared power-train, common in machines employing an IC
engine, and few moving parts;

• rather than fixing rotor speed and varying rotor pitch, most electric multirotors fix
rotor pitch and vary motor speed, a feature that replaces complex control linkages such
as collective swash plates and multi-link pitch mechanisms common to helicopters,
with fine speed control;

• The simple power distribution for electric motors means that rotor booms contain no
moving parts can be designed to collapse for transport without affecting either power
or control delivery;

• jammed or stalled electric motors have little consequence beyond immediate motor
damage; and

• fixed pitch rotors are field replaceable without the need for calibration or balancing.

Though four rotors are often adopted in multi-rotor design, additional rotor pairs either
on additional booms or through counter-rotating motor pairs provide redundancy to motor
failure. Factors such as lift, responsiveness, and vehicle size requirements govern the number,
size, and configuration of a given platform’s rotors.

Regardless of the number and type, all rotor craft use pitch or roll to apply thrust for
transit. Therefore, the vehicle’s maximum speed depends on the remaining thrust available
after lift. Using a planar argument, the relationship between the disc thrust, Fdisc, lift, Flift,
thrust, Fthrust, and drag, Fdrag, may be described by:

Flift = Fdisc cos(θpitch) 'Mg (3)
Fthrust = Fdisc sin(θpitch) (4)
Fdrag = Mg tan(θpitch) (5)

2 With low rotor inertia, small hobby helicopters can also use motor speed instead of collective to control
total disc thrust.
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Figure 3: A typical helicopter configuration, top and side view. The main rotors
generates lift with airfoil blades. The collective changes all blade pitch angles equally,
increasing or decreasing total lift. The cyclic changes each blade’s angle of attack as it
sweeps around the shaft, producing pitch or roll. The tail rotor counters the reaction

torque from the main rotor blade to control yaw.
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Figure 4: A typical multi-rotor configuration, top and side view. The number of booms
and rotors (right) varies from as few as 3 to as many as 8. Yaw control is achieved by
increasing reaction torque and reducing opposing torque in the desired yaw direction to
maintain constant lift. Some multi-rotors will use counter-rotating motor pairs on each

boom.
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Figure 5: The force balance on a Multi-rotor air vehicle, generally similar principles
apply to all rotor craft.

where M , g, and θpitch are the vehicle mass, acceleration due to gravity, and pitch angle
respectively. Naturally, the resulting steady state vehicle airspeed, v, occurs when the vehicle
is no longer accelerating; ΣF = 0 or in the horizontal direction Fthrust + Fdrag = 0. The drag
on the vehicle can be approximated as:

Fdrag ∝ ρCdv2 (6)

where ρ and Cd are the density of air and the vehicle’s Coefficient of drag, after simplifying,
velocity is given by:

v ∝
√
Mg tan(θpitch)

ρCd
(7)

To generate the thrust angle, θpitch, the vehicle must apply differential thrust about the
desired axis of rotation. Not surprisingly, the range of differential thrust is limited by the
net thrust required to remain aloft and the maximum thrust of the motors. Spinning rotors
generate gyroscopic forces common during orientation change and will induce roll forces
during any pitch change. Modern high speed controllers coupled to micro-electromechanical
(MEMS) gyros compensate for these (and other) effects.

2.2.1 Structure

Helicopters and multi-rotors have a utilitarian structure conceding little to aerodynamics in
configuration or finish. Many are tube-and-stage designs with hollow tubes carrying cabling
to motor posts and the remaining avionics mounted on stacked stages. Some will employ
an external molded plastic monocoque that integrates motor mounts into the fuselage (e.g.
DJI Phantom series), while others will employ modular design to permit repair of damaged
subcomponents.
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Figure 6: Large offset payloads move the center of gravity away from the rotor plane
slowing pitch/roll rates and increasing drag.

Articulated booms have appeared as powered (DJI Inspire) and passive means to alter
the vehicles shape. Some very small systems (e.g. DJI Mavic Pro) use folding booms and
propellers for compact packing.

2.2.2 Payload

Since multi-rotors have limited pitch and roll control authority, any payload must be well
within the pitch and roll torque limits of the vehicle. Most multi-rotors adopt a payload
mount close to the centreline of the vehicle to keep these torques small and widen payload
choice. By accepting an offset between the rotor plane and the payload, as shown in Figure 6,
under or over-slung designs can accept a variety of payloads. However, this Center of Gravity
(CG) / payload offset approach has the following limitations:

• small payload offset distances can limit the view of typical Electro-optic/Infra-Red
(EO/IR) packages to mostly above or below the vehicle;

• large offset distances increase the ‘windage’ or payload exposed to aerodynamic forces;

• large offset distances magnify the payload’s pendulum effect on the airframe, making
pitch and roll more difficult to control;

• large under-slung offset distances require extended landing gear to provide ground
clearance; and

• large offset distances may increase backpack volume claims.

2.3 Lighter than Air

Lighter Than Air (LTA) vehicles use buoyancy to generate lift. In a gravitational field, the
pressure gradient of a fluid will raise any fluid with lower specific gravity to an equilibrium
depth. Any solid that displaces a fluid of greater mass will rise within the fluid until reaching
a point at which the mass of the solid and displaced fluid are equal, or at equilibrium.
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Lighter than air vehicles use either flexible or rigid structures to contain a lower specific
gravity gas, such as helium or hydrogen or heated atmospheric air (mostly nitrogen and
oxygen) to create lower air density (and thus lower specific gravity). At atmospheric pres-
sures, these gases will displace atmospheric air and produce a lift effect without energy
expenditure.

Translation in LTA vehicles can be accomplished through additional thrusters, typically
propellers. As hovering vehicles, translation is not necessarily coupled to flight direction.
Directional stability is often provided by symmetric wing surfaces.

Altitude in LTA vehicles can be controlled through either mass changes or changes in gas
specific gravity or both. In hot-air balloons, altitude is often controlled through both mass
loss (dumping water or sand), additional heat into the balloon envelope, or venting the bal-
loon. Though venting gas has been the most common way to reduce altitude, some designs
use compressors to move lifting gas between LTA gas bladders or ballonets and storage
cylinders. Changes in atmospheric pressure and temperature, sunlight, and expended fuel
all affect LTA vehicle altitude.

Limited directional control is possible by changing altitude into different known wind di-
rection layers.

Unmanned LTA vehicles are rare, limited to data gathering balloons and, more recently,
communication relays (as in Project Loon [3]). Aerostats are stationary LTA platforms
tethered to the surface on a cable spool and are sometimes used for communications relay
or ISR.

2.4 Hybrids

In rare cases, hybrid aircraft will use multiple sources of lift, such as rotor and fixed wing
flight exemplified by the US Marine Corp’s Osprey tilt-rotor. Hybrids generally experience
the virtues and vices of these multiple flight modes. Historically, hybrids come in two major
categories: Tilt-rotor or tail-sitter, though LTA hybrids have also appeared.

Tilt Rotors change the orientation of the thrust line with respect to the aircraft exemplified
by the Osprey, Harrier jump jet, and F-35B. In hover, the thrust line is perpendicular to the
fuselage and must be rotated to align with the airfoils for fixed wing flight. The mechanics
and control for these moving engine mounts has proven complex. Tilt-rotor UAS include
the IAI Panther [4] and, though not strictly a tilt-rotor, the Latitude Arcturus Jump or
Aerosonde HQ series hybrid quadrotors.

Despite being mechanically simpler that tilt rotors, tail sitters remain rare and include
early manned vehicles such as the Focke-Wulf Triebflügel, and Convair XFY-1 Pogo; but
few unmanned systems such as the proposed DARPA Tactically Exploited Reconnaissance
Node (TERN) [5] and the production Aerovel FlexRotor [6]. Both tilt-rotor and tail-sitters
take-off vertically, hover, transition, and cruise in fixed wing flight. In hovering flight, these
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Figure 7: Top: Flexrotor in hover and in flight ( c©Aerovel 2017). Bottom: DARPA
TERN concept drawing (Public Domain).
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Figure 8: The Airlander 10, front view. (Creative Commons Public Domain).

aircraft are relatively slow and fuel inefficient, like most rotor craft, but once in fixed wing
flight, they compare favourably with fixed wing aircraft in both speed and fuel efficiency.
The cost for this flexibility comes in control complexity. Both must be either torque neutral
in lift (e.g. counter rotating Pogo and TERN propellers) or use counter-torque systems in
hover mode, for example, the FlexRotor’s wingtip mounted reaction torque rotors.

Tilt rotors transition from hovering to forward flight by rotating the thrust line from ver-
tical lift to horizontal thrust and requires delicate control to balance rotor and wing lift
during transition. Though not tilt rotors per se, hybrid quadrotors have two separate thrust
systems, one for hover and one for winged fight, and similar transition control complexity.
Similarly, tail-sitters must perform a pitch forward manoeuvre, diving the aircraft to gain
sufficient lift for the wing. In either mode, design sacrifices are made that compromise the
performance of the hybrid compared to a similar fixed or rotor wing aircraft.

Finally, the Hybrid Air Vehicle’s [7] Airlander hybrid lift vehicle uses all three modes of
flight: helium LTA, ducted fan, and lifting body to provide a heavy lift, short-takeoff and
landing, long endurance platform. The company hopes to develop an unmanned version of
the Airlander 10 for long endurance ISR.

2.5 Challenges to Counter UAS

The interplay between size, speed, and payload hidden within aircraft design rules have
direct impact on the CUAS problem.
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2.5.1 Strengths

In manned aircraft, the minimum scale must accommodate at least one pilot and supporting
instrumentation often exceeding 100kg. Reducing this requirement to an autopilot avionics
and mission payload, often less than a kilogram, permits design exploration that can trade
pilot mass for increased range, armament or other payload mass. Conversely, scale can be
reduced to increase stealth, reduce speed, and lower mission altitude. While the former
trades may lead to High Altitude Long Endurance (HALE) or Medium Altitude Long
Endurance (MALE) UAS with long endurance, the latter trades can result in low, slow,
and stealthy platforms. Depending on the mission, these ‘design trades’ can deliver extreme
performance compared to manned systems.

As in manned aircraft, the intended mission drives the selection of fixed, rotor, or hybrid
flight regime. Scaling effects exaggerate the differences between the types: conferring better
range and endurance on fixed wing and greater lift and mobility on rotor-wing for a given
vehicle size. In all cases, maximum airspeed and payload falls with vehicle size. Despite
these configuration options, multi-rotors’ comparatively large lift capacity, omnidirectional
mobility, hover capability, and ease of launch and recovery meets consumer demand for
simple, low altitude (and high resolution) photo missions. Not surprisingly, multi-rotors
dominate ’drone’ sales despite relatively short endurance. This means the majority of UAS
intruders are likely to be highly mobile, slow and at very low altitude, likely at or below
tree and roof-lines.

Using a mix of traditional and novel, frequently non-metallic construction methods and
materials, small UAS are often stiffer and stronger than similar large aircraft and can often
withstand extreme aerodynamic or kinetic upset(e.g., tumbling or flipping) with compara-
tively little damage. This means direct kinetic strikes or relatively large aerodynamic shear
forces may be required to critically disable the vehicle. UAS size, simplicity, and strength
means small arms ball ammunition is rarely effective, though bird shot, fragmentation or
net entanglement munitions may maximize Probability of Hit (Phit) and Probability of Kill
(Pkill), the likelihood of striking and critically disabling the vehicle respectively. If damaged,
improvised repair can use common materials, often rapidly returning the vehicle to service
with only minor performance deficits.

Unmanned aircraft design can explore extreme regions of mission performance. For the
CUAS problem this translates into an intruder that is often small, manoeuvrable, and
tough—by design unlike manned aircraft. Difficult to detect and track with EO/IR, these
properties combined with non-metallic composition and low altitude mission profiles further
challenge detection and tracking with traditional Radio Detection and Ranging (RADAR),
designed for large fast moving metal targets above ground clutter.

2.5.2 Vulnerabilities

For all their apparent stealth advantages, small UAS have low wing or disc loading, meaning
they are more vulnerable to wind effects than manned aircraft, particularly trailing vortices
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from manned aircraft, wind shear, and turbulence. In some cases, micro UAS cannot fly in
heavy rain. Most UAS do not have de-icing equipment and cannot fly in icing conditions.

Though, IC Class I Small UAS can have significant endurance measured in hours, Micro
UAS electric systems have short endurance. So while micro UAS pose a challenging detec-
tion, tracking and engagement problem, their performance renders them slow, short-lived,
fair weather threats compared to manned systems.

Similarly, the comparatively small lift of micro UAS means that weapon payloads must be
relatively small, often less than a kilogram.
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3 Power and Avionics

A UAS control system provides control inputs to vehicle actuators and, in the process, fulfil
the pilot’s intention.

The control system of a UAS spans many possibilities including:

• remote control: the operator directly manipulates the vehicle flight surfaces through
a control system. To a significant extent, the operator ensures the vehicle is stable in
flight.

• remote guidance: the operator directly guides the vehicle’s path, allowing intermediate
logic to maintain stable flight.

• semi-autonomous control: the operator describes a vehicle path, leaving the guidance
and vehicle stabilization to intermediate logic.

Control systems that support these features share a common base power and signal man-
agement layer contained within on-board avionics. Avionics are comprised of digital and
analog electronics that receive and condition signals, power management and distribution,
sensors, motors, and actuators.

3.1 Thrust

For systems relying on thrust, two primary means are available: Electric motors driving
propellers or rotors, and Internal Combustion engines (reciprocating or turbine) driving
propellers, rotors, or jets. The principals of operation for these devices are not described
here, but features unique to UAS will be described below.

3.1.1 Electric Motors

Electric motors are common on smaller UAS and have the advantage of mechanical simplic-
ity, little maintenance, robust and consistent operations, and relatively long lifetime, but
suffer from low power density and, as a consequence, short endurance.

Electric motors are composed of a stator and a rotor. The stator contains three phase coils
composed of copper windings around an iron or ferro-magnetic core fixed to the motor
mount. The rotor is composed of three permanent magnet posts attached to the output
shaft. Current runing through the stator windings generates a magnetic along the core’s axis,
repelling or attracting the rotor’s posts depending their relative polarities. By manipulating
the current cyclically, the magnetic fields drive the rotor about the motor’s axis. With only
this one moving part, electric motors are mechanically simple with consistent performance
and long-life compared to IC equivalents.
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Commonly available electric motors for unmanned aircraft range from very small scales
(1W) to modest power (≈4kW), with rotating at speeds exceeding 10,000 RPM. Electric
motor torque is at maximum when starting (or when stalled/jammed).

Electric motors are often used in continuous power applications (e.g. fixed wing Unmanned
Air Vehicle (UAV) propeller motors or multi-rotor motors). However, since a waveform
controls the motor position, these motors can form the foundation of actuators or precisely
controlled position or velocity controlled motors.

Electronic Speed Controllers

Servo motors generally use three phases to drive the rotor element. Ideally each phase of
the stator is driven by a sinusoidal current to produce a similar sinusoidal magnetic field.
Each stator is displaced 120◦ out of phase with a neighbouring stator.

To producing the sinusoidal stator waveform, an Electronic Speed Controller (ESC) switches
current to digitally approximate a sinusoid based on PWM pulse length instructions issued
from the autopilot. Therefore, input to a ESC is a single PWM signal line and two DC
power connections and the output is three phase lines to the motor.

3.1.2 Internal Combustion Engines

Combustion engines are common on larger UAS [8] and have the advantage of considerable
power and endurance, but tend towards mechanically complexity, difficult maintenance,
sensitive and/or inconsistent operation, and short lifetime. Palmer [8] notes that for fixed
wing the fuel mass fraction (fuel mass percent of maximum take-off weight) seems to be
about 24± 7%.

As mechanical devices with mechanical wear, performance can vary over time. Worse, since
IC relies on specific fuel/air mixtures, fuel and atmospheric conditions will affect perfor-
mance. Control measures such as fuel injection, air pressure/temperature sensing, and com-
puter combustion control are not uncommon on larger IC engines.

IC engine life can be thousands of hours, but requires diligent adherence to scheduled
maintenance and careful monitoring in flight.

Reciprocating IC engines appear as three distinct types: two-stroke, four-stroke, or rotary.

At smaller scales, two-stroke engines are extremely common and are the simplest mechani-
cal IC type and are often the lightest and cheapest reciprocating solution for a given power
range. However, fuel delivery is crude, with few manufacturers having engine control com-
puters or fuel injection. Most are naturally aspirated engines using needle/jet carburettors
for fuel/air mixing. Most two-strokes are air-cooled making the engines light, but sensitive
to temperature and air-flow.
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Small two-strokes use ‘glow fuel’, a mixture of methanol, nitromethane, and oil. These fuels
react catalytically with a glow plug, a platinum wire ignition source. Since small two-strokes
rarely have dedicated lubricant reservoirs, oil is added to the fuel to lubricate the engine.
Though possessing less energy than methanol, nitromethane (or similar additives) raises the
available oxygen for combustion and improves efficiency and power. In general, two-strokes
run ’rich’, supplying more fuel than necessary for the available oxygen. With the added oil,
rich mixtures cool the engine. Very small glow fuel engines are possible, such as the 0.049
cu. in. or 0.8cc Cox 049 generating ≈ 80W at 12000[9].

As engine size grows, traditional subsystems begin to appear such as alternators, spark
plugs, fuel injection, liquid cooling and radiators. Fuels will also converge to common avia-
tion fuels: either high octane avgas or automotive gasoline.

Rotary engines appeared in some rare commercial UAS (e.g. Schiebel S-100 Camcopter
[10]). These provide turbine-like vibration-free power delivery and often have an Engine
Control Unit (ECU) to manage starting and operation, but are mechanically more complex
than two-strokes. Rotary engines are air cooled with some using fuel as an additional liquid
coolant.

At larger scales, four-stroke engines are more common. Fuel management is more sophisti-
cated than two-stroke system, with manufacturers adopting ECUs and throttle-body fuel
injection. Four-strokes are often air cooled, but can be liquid cooled in larger/heavier in-
stallations.

Turbines remain relatively rare in UAS applications in part since, at smaller scales, turbines
become fuel inefficient. However, in applications where power is more important than fuel
efficiency, even small turbines can generate considerably more power per kilogram than
reciprocating engines of the same scale. Turbine maintenance is infrequent and, despite
fewer moving parts, comparably complex to reciprocating engines.

In general terms, two-strokes are most common below 100hp where most UAVs operate,
four strokes dominate between 100–500hp (typical in most general aviation small manned
aircraft and MALE UAVs), while turbines, as both turbo-prop and jet are more common
above 500hp found in both MALE and HALE UAVs.

3.2 Actuators

UAS actuators are generally electric motors sometimes combined with some form of feedback
to measure motor displacement and/or velocity coupled to a drive train. An enormous
variety of actuators are available commercially.

Feedback can be through direct shaft sensing (e.g. LVDTs, potentiometers, etc.) or through
lobe-counting at the controller. Though not strictly a feedback technique and technically
an open-loop control, the latter is similar to stepper motors that finely control field stator
outputs to position the output shaft.
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Actuators can be coupled to drive trains, cams, or links to create specific motion or load
profiles, notably either pure rotation or linear motion. In most applications, rotary actuators
(such as servo motors) are coupled to some form of drive train to modify the basic motion.
Most commonly this is as simple as a drive bell-crank linkage to create large displacement
linear or rotary motion. In some applications rotary motors are coupled to gear trains, a
screw, and linear shaft that may be used for linear high thrust applications. Depending
on screw pitch, such linear motor assemblies can be locking or not backdriveable—a useful
fail-safe feature.

While some systems may accept a voltage signal (e.g. ±10 volts) to control position, self-
contained, servo-controllers will use command sets (e.g. over RS-485 or RS-232) to control
the servo’s motion.

Since actuators are not necessarily continuously rotating and must often resist applied forces
(e.g. aerodynamic loading by ailerons), the motor’s load duty cycle must be matched to the
likely force environment to ensure a long life without wear. Moreover, rapid cyclic actuator
motion, can produce large back-EMF currents during braking and cause damaging heating.

3.3 Power Generation and Storage

Avionics and actuator power is often provided through some DC power source and, de-
pending on the design, may have to supply multiple systems at different voltages. Logical
components have low voltage requirements and often use 5V or 12V DC supplies.Actuators
are driven by a fairly limited number of supply voltages, commonly 4.8, 6.0, and 12V.

IC engine UAVs use a generator. When driven by an outside source, a stator-rotor pair
(i.e. an electric motor) can produce electric power. Since IC engine power output may
vary considerably during flight, charge is generally run through a power conditioner to
remove power spikes and into a small battery store. Avionics and actuators then draw
from the batteries. This approach ensures smooth uninterrupted continuous power to the
vehicle’s avionics – even during engine failure. Safety interlocks between the engine, power
conditioner, and battery are often used to trigger autopilot emergency procedures if any
one of these components fails.

Weight remains a disadvantage of on-board power generation. For large power requirements,
the generator can become heavy, ruling out this approach for smaller UAVs.

3.3.1 Battery Technology

Battery packs store power as charge and, for smaller UAVs where engine and generator
weight are prohibitive, can completely replace the power generation subsystem.

While fixed wing aircraft derive lift through forward flight and, therefore, need only sup-
ply enough power to overcome horizontal drag to remain aloft, electric rotor craft must
continuously drive the rotors to sustain flight. The power demands and battery storage
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Figure 9: The Draganflyer X6 Lithium Polymer Battery is typical of LiPo pouch packs
found in R/C aircraft.

requirements and duty cycle for these two types are very different. Fixed wing aircraft need
far less power for sustained flight and can have very long endurance often measured in
hours and rarely challenging battery discharge rates. Conversely, battery powered electric
rotor-craft typically have endurance between 20–45 minutes and often demand very high
discharge rates.

Currently, the highest density, most widely commercially available charge (or energy) stor-
age system is the Lithium Polymer Battery (LiPo) battery.LiPo batteries dominate recharge-
able consumer electronics (e.g., laptops, mobile phones, radio controlled (R/C) toys, etc.).

In addition to storing charge, some applications (e.g. quadrotors) require batteries capable
of rapid discharge and recharge. Discharge rates on a flying Aeryon Scout are often around
150W in hover, but can approach 400W while hovering in high gusty winds. Both discharge
and recharge are subject to heat limitations: Excessive recharge and discharge can damage
the battery and must be avoided. To avoid damage during recharging and minimize recharge
time, smart chargers will monitor the battery state.

For example, the Draganflyer X6 2700mAh LiPo battery pack is shown in Figure 9. LiPo bat-
teries possess large charge densities and, with a smart charger, can accept reasonably rapid
charging and discharging. Discharge rates on batteries are expressed in ‘C’ or capacity—
the ratio of the maximum permissible current (in Amps) and the battery total charge (in
mAh). Thus the depicted X6 2700mAh battery, with a discharge rate of 20C, can discharge
at 54A (2700mA capacity x 20), which for this 14.8V battery is a maximum of 800W (54A
x 14.8V).

When damaged, these high charge densities pose hazards similar to liquid fuel i.e., damaged
LiPo packs can overheat and burn explosively if overcharged or damaged.
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Table 1: Common Control frequency bands for R/C Models and UAVs.
Freq. (MHz) No. Channels width (MHz) Transport Message Nation

26.995-27.255 6 0.05 PPM/PCM PWM US,CA
50.8-50.98 10 0.02 PPM/PCM PWM US
53.1-53.8 8 0.10 PPM/PCM PWM US,CA

72.01-72.99 49 0.02 PPM/PCM PWM US,CA
75.41-75.99 29 0.02 PPM/PCM PWM US,CA

433 - - FHSS/DSSS PWM AUS,NZ,US,CAN, UK
900-928 - - FHSS/DSSS PWM,IP AUS,NZ,US,CA, UK
1300-? - - FHSS/DSSS PWM AUS,NZ,US,CA, UK

2400-2485 - - FHSS/DSSS PWM,IP AUS,NZ,US,CA, UK
5800-? - - FHSS/DSSS PWM,IP AUS,NZ,US,CA, UK

3.4 Communications

Unmanned aircraft require communication systems for the purposes of control and, where
applicable, payload data. In every system, there are three possible layers of communications:

1. The waveform: the frequency and encoding of data over the radio link.

2. The transport: the packaging of data that rides the waveform.

3. The message: the information payload carried by the transport.

Over time, a number of frequencies have become common in the R/C and UAV communities
as depicted in Table 1.

Waveform

In simple R/C systems, the link is composed of a ground based transmitter paired to an
airborne receiver. For control, each motor on the aircraft requires a dedicated channel on
the communications link (unless mirroring the actions of another motor). Using analog
transmitters, the waveform can be either Amplitude Modulated (AM) or Frequency Modu-
lated (FM). In AM, information is contained in the difference in amplitude (or power) of a
waveform. In FM, the information is contained in differences in the frequency of a constant
amplitude waveform.

Transport Layer

In most R/C systems, data is carried over these waveforms using Pulse Position Modulation
(PPM) or Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) protocols.

PPM signals are composed of repeating frames of pulses. Each channel in the frame is
encoded as a length of High state (h) separated by a Low state l. A frame starts with a
high state at least 0.2ms long and each channel separated by a low state of 0.3ms. The
length of the high state encodes the channel information, usually in the form of a servo
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Pulse Width Modulation (PWM), a technique to switch power on and off to achieve motor
motion. So the total frame length, Tf , for a two-channel transmission:

Tf = h+ l + h1 + l + h2 + l (8)

where h is the frame start high state and h1 and h2 are the first and second channel PWM
commands. In this way multi-channel commands are multiplexed over a single communica-
tions frequency.

PCM is a digital protocol where control inputs are converted to bit streams (instead of the
length of a high state pulse in PPM) where each bit is of known finite length, multiplexed
into a single frame(like PPM) and transmitted to the receiver. The receiver unpacks the
multiplexed digital streams and converts the digital input into an analog signal, since motors
are analog devices.

As digital communications hardware have become less expensive, new waveform techniques
have emerged to improve the speed and reliability of these links, notably Frequency Hop-
ping Spread Spectrum (FHSS), Direct Sequency Spread Spectrum (DSSS) and FASST. In
DSSS, a set of redundant communication streams provides simultaneous traditional PCM
transports. This permits the receiver to reject errors in any one stream by using one of the
redundant streams. FHSS is a similar technique where the transmitter changes or hops a
single data stream through a small set of frequencies in an order known only to the receiver.
FHSS minimizes the risk of two transmitters blocking each other.

While R/C aircraft can get by with very simple control links, for example the traditional
one-way 72MHz PPM or PCM FM systems, some modern R/C systems and most two-way
autopilot links tend to use variations of FHSS often on the 900MHz or 2.4GHz bands.

Message Layer

R/C systems generally pass some form of hand controller stick position data. Some sticks
may represent absolute position (e.g. collective position) and others a rate (e.g. engine
speed), the final interpretation of PPM or PCM data depends on how each channel is
configured.

For autopilots, the data transport protocol varies between serial (one-to-one communica-
tion) and network-like (one-to-many or many-to-many) custom protocols such as DJI’s
Lightbridge 2[11] to the Internet Protocol (IP) like those used in the Aeryon UAVs[12].
Serial protocols have no addressing, there is only one sender and receiver. Network pro-
tocols may have multiple senders and receivers and thus each packet may be addressed
to a specific receiver. Radio networking over the same frequency may require additional
coordination protocols to ensure transmission time windows for each transmitter.

Two-way transmitters will send a variety of control commands (e.g. GPS waypoints, desired
airspeed, etc.) and receive equally varied reports from the vehicle (e.g. Actual position
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and airspeed, etc.). With generic transports such as the internet protocol, the message
formatting may be proprietary and may include encryption.

MAVlink[13] is a popular transport and message layer originally designed for the Ardupilot
open source autopilot but now used on many development platforms. MAVLink provides an
open, extensible interface to other capabilities such as common ground stations and more
sophisticated control through the Robotic Operating System (ROS) [14, 15], a very large
robotics software repository. MAVlink can convey arbitrary data types including imagery,
image streams, and other large data sets.

Some autopilots have support for Iridium satellite links for telemetry. Iridium is a satellite
digital communications network with global coverage. While these appear in COTS autopi-
lots as modular options and are relatively uncommon since UAS regulations generally limit
beyond line of sight operations to experienced users with specific needs, typically govern-
ment research agencies, public safety, or armed forces, that severely limits the market for
dedicated satellite links. However, generic Iridium data modems are available to the general
public and could be coupled to many UAVs.

Future Communication Links

Cell phone technology has driven much of modern electronics miniaturization and helped
create much of on-board UAS technology. Not surprisingly, cell phone networks may soon
provide an inexpensive alternative to historical line-of-sight methods that transparently
supports internet protocols. Such systems use a cell data modem (e.g. SkyDrone’s module
[16]) to provide high definition video and telemetry. Though latency within these networks
could pose a problem for real-time control (150-500 ms), modern autopilots can absorb
some delay through preprogrammed flight.

3.4.1 Antennae

Antennae can both receive and broadcast waveforms and are designed to achieve optimal
performance for specific frequencies bands. Antenna’s radiate (or receive) electromagnetic
radiation in a pattern according to the antenna’s (and surrounding structure’s) geometric
and conductive properties. Electro-magnetic fields radiate in a dipole, with a source and a
sink. This means that a point source antenna propagates EM in a toroid or donut with a
North and South pole. This pattern can be distorted by an antenna and surroundings to
produce lobes and nulls, regions where the antenna’s performance is enhanced by construc-
tive interference or attenuated by destructive interference. Some antennas are designed to
exploit this property and have a single ’main’ lobe (a directional antenna) for long range
reach and others are designed to have no main lobe to maximize performance regardless of
direction (omnidirectional antennas).

The performance of an antenna is measured in decibels, dB, of gain. Decibels are a means
of comparing two radiating fields(e.g. radiated sound or electromagnetic power), one mea-
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sured and one reference. An antenna’s performance can be measured in dBg or dBi. These
measures compare the antenna’s performance against two different reference antenna types.

An antenna’s transmission and reception properties are identical, meaning that a lobe’s gain
characterize the performance of both effective transmission power and reception sensitivity.

Both Ground Control Station (GCS) and UAV may use multiple antennas to improve
reception and combat multipath interference—a technique known as antenna diversity.
Receivers listen to two or more antennas and switch to the one with the best reception.
A variety of different antenna types may be combined into a diversity array by exploiting
different antenna locations, orientations, or functions (i.e. separate receive and transmit
antennas). In the limit, multiple antennas can be combined into a Adaptive arrays where
the properties of antennas in an array can be controlled to scan or point antenna lobes.

The most common UAS practice is to have omnidirectional antennas on both GCS and UAV.
In long range applications, directional antennas are not unusual at the GCS and require
either manual or automated antenna guidance. Diversity antennas are not uncommon on
both UAV and GCS installations.

Communication quality between the GCS and autopilot is often characterized by a Received
Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) value published to the GCS. Though the presentation
(graphical or numerical) and scale (e.g. percent) will vary between manufacturers, higher is
generally better.

3.5 Significance to Counter UAS

Innovation in power and avionics is at the core of the UAS revolution. While there is no
magic bullet against these subsystems, in general, High Powered Microwave (HPM) could
potentially affect all these systems.

3.6 Strengths

Power: Earlier, flight dynamics were shown at smaller scales to produce tough, manoeu-
vrable platforms. In the small UAS size range, electric drive trains have become a viable
alternative to IC engines.

Low cost, widely available electric motors on composite fixed wing aircraft can provide
hours of near silent operation with little thermal emission compared to IC engines. EO/IR
challenged by low thermal emissions and few audible cues at the surface.

Initially mirroring man-scale systems, R/C helicopters used an IC engine and complex trans-
mission and swash-plate assembly. Though manageable with an R/C hand control, R/C
helicopters were challenging to fly and had no redundancy and little tolerance for failure.
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All-electric power trains and stabilizing autopilots remove the mechanical and control com-
plexity and permit highly redundant multi-rotor designs that can survive motor/propeller
failures.

The resulting mechanical simplicity of electric drive trains has significantly reduced the
vulnerability of these systems to both mechanical failure and damage from kinetic counter-
measures – there are fewer exposed critical weak points to attack. However, by relying on
advanced controls, mechanical vulnerability has been transformed into software vulnerabil-
ity concentrated within the autopilot. Cyber, Electronic Warfare (EW), or Directed Energy
Weapon (DEW) attacks on this avionics infrastructure may have potential.

Communications: Hesitation to jam near infrastructure. Frequency hopping. Non-ISM com-
munication links. Encryption. Use of Cell network.

Navigation Sensing: Hesitation to jam near infrastructure. INS filtering. SLAM and alternate
navigation methods.

3.7 Vulnerabilities

Power: Communications: With many UAS relying on 2.4 and 5.8GHz bands, jamming of
both telemetry and payload communicaton links has proven an effective countermeasure for
many UAS. The widespread use of these ISM bands greatly simplifies the jamming problem
to just a few bands. However, other common UAS bands are often ignored by jammers,
particularly in the 433 and 920MHz range among others. While these bands may not have
the throughput of 2.4 and 5.8GHz, they have much longer range.

Cyber methods can critically disable some aircraft and may permit control of others. Some
cyber techniques exploit the message layer within as IEEE 802.11ab/g/n (WiFi), Light-
Bridge, or Ocusync and, therefore, may not be effective against less popular messaging
protocols. Others technique, with broader applicability, such as control link recording and
rebroadcast, need not understand the message layer to confuse communications in a manner
similar to jamming, but are less likely to result in vehicle capture.

Navigation Sensing: As mentioned earlier, UAS can only control what they can sense.
Though interfering with magnetometers, gyro’s and accelerometers is possible under lab-
oratory conditions. In general, disabling or corrupting embedded sensing at a distance is
impractical, though high power microwave circuit disruption, again, may prove to be an
exception.

Not surprisingly, jamming of Global Positioning System (GPS) is a central CUAS approach
alongside communications jamming and is effective against most civilian GPS receivers and
UAS. Since GPS jamming can threaten existing civilian infrastructure, jamming is used
cautiously and only over short ranges. Rather than jamming GPS, spoofing promises to
manipulate GPS signals, ‘fooling’ an autopilot into manoeuvring away from or toward a
desired location. Spoofing exploits the extensive reliance on GPS by most autopilots.
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However, the rise of Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) and similar tools may
mean GPS jamming/spoofing solutions are short lived and other visual confusion methods
(e.g., obscurants, camoflage, etc.) may be necessary in the longer term to defeat future UAS
navigation systems.
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4 Flight Control

The purpose of the autopilot is to constrain the performance of these components into a
stable, controllable vehicle. UAS guidance and control needs both stable ‘inner’ and ‘outer’
loop control, further supported by vehicle state management techniques. ‘Inner loop’ con-
trollers regulate the vehicle’s basic stability in flight and, therefore, predict and control the
motion of the aircraft. ‘Outer loop’ control regulates the vehicle’s position and orientation
path through space. These controllers are further wrapped in machine logic that guides the
vehicle through launch, climb, cruise, descent and landing states, while providing command
and control communications and limited automatic fault recognition and recovery.

Inner loop control depends substantially on the inherent dynamic stability of the vehicle,
but often includes active control surface manipulation to ensure or improve this basic sta-
bility. Stability is generally measured through the vehicle’s on-board exteroceptive sensors:
airspeed, attitude and acceleration, but is regulated through actuators and proprioceptive
feedback loops.

In general, conventional fixed wing aircraft with positive dihedral possess greater stability
than those with no or negative dihedral. Such stable aircraft need only aileron inputs to
perform gentle turns, and naturally return to level flight when those inputs are removed,
exhibiting positive stability. Conversely, conventional helicopters rely on thrust alone to
achieve lift and are only marginally stable without active control input. If applied at a
sufficient rate, these control inputs are generally small, but can grow nonlinearly as control
delay or perturbation magnitude increases. Indeed, some aircraft are effectively unstable
without continuous active ‘inner loop’ control (e.g. F-117 Nighthawk). Though positive
stability is generally desirable, many aircraft benefit from marginal or unstable performance
where manoeuvrability may be preferred over stability.

Not surprisingly, the algorithmic complexity and computing power needed for inner loop
controllers depends significantly on the vehicle’s intrinsic stability and desired performance.
Positively stable vehicles can use low sample rate, simple algorithms requiring hand ‘tuning’.
However, marginally stable vehicles may benefit from more elaborate predictive algorithms
and/or high control rate controllers. Marginal stability implies that when perturbed, the
vehicle may diverge slowly away from a stable equilibrium, becoming increasingly unstable
with time. Simple, linear control laws operating at a sufficiently high control rate can
correct such near-linear divergence. If the divergence is more severe or if the control is
relatively slow, the ‘inner loop’ controller may need algorithms to predict recovery control
inputs. Algorithms may be as basic as simplified dynamic models or as complex as neural
networks. At the most extreme, unstable vehicles require both algorithmic techniques and
high control rates to ensure stable performance.

With stable vehicle performance, ‘outer loop’ control ensures the vehicle follows a prescribed
path. Compared to ‘inner loop’ control, algorithms governing outer loop performance are
relatively simple. Outer loop control typically requires position in addition to airspeed and
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attitude. At minimum such path control must consider the vehicle’s performance capa-
bilities, but can also include external constraints such as terrain or airspace in planning
routes.

Finally, the autopilot controller often regulates the vehicles overall state to transition the
vehicle from one flight mode to another. In effect, the autopilot regulates a variety of
vehicle parameters, some of which are directly flight related such as both inner and outer
loop controllers, and others that are mission related such as communications, timers, and
payloads.

Rotorcraft Control

Direct human control of rotorcraft in general is difficult, even more so for N rotors common
in multi-rotor craft, making electronic flight controllers essential for vehicle stabilization.
These systems vary in complexity from simply maintaining the commanded aircraft orien-
tation (pitch, bank, heading), to holding position (typically through GPS and/or optical
means), to autonoous return to home features, to waypoint navigation features (referred to
as an autopilot).

Modest control software exploiting micro electromechanical accelerometers, gyroscopes and
magnetometers within these systems have reduced the human operator’s control burden to
providing inputs for position and yaw control.

Many rotorcraft autopilots (e.g. Micropilot 2128heli, Cloud Cap Piccollo II) use linear
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers to establish hover flight and make setpoint
changes to achieve general flight motion over the controller’s linear range.

Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) autopilots exploit slight variations of hover flight to
achieve general motion, including point-to-point transit. Most multirotors achieve high-
speed transit through modest pitch changes within the linear band. Extreme pitch and roll
manoeuvres3 are possible (e.g. University of Pennslyvania [17]) using more sophisticated
controllers but at the cost of decreased battery life or increased on-board sensing and
computing.

The marketplace has developed a spectrum of possible UAS control methods relevant to
the Counter-UAS problem. In order of complexity, three noteworthy examples include:

1. R/C: direct control of the aircraft flight control surfaces (or motors) using stick-based
control and either direct line-of-sight view of the aircraft or video augmented R/C
flight for first person view (FPV).

2. Stabilized R/C flight: pilot commands changes in altitude, or heading, or position
which are interpreted by an electronic flight stabilization (or autopilot) system which

3 Extreme manoeuvres may be required to tolerate high amplitude gusting or turbulence
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Figure 10: An example of a typical R/C remote, the Futaba 4YS 4 channel system..

will in turn send commands to the flight control surfaces or motors while keeping the
orientation and position of the aircraft otherwise constant.

3. Map Based flight: telemetry augmented automated flight.

In practice, a single vehicle may be capable of all of these methods. Indeed, as control
degrades, an individual system may fall back through simpler methods to direct R/C flight.

4.1 Direct Remote Control (R/C)

A pilot flying in Direct Remote Control flight uses a traditional R/C hand controller to
fly the vehicle using a pair of joysticks and toggle switches (as in the Futaba 4YF 2.4GHz
FHSS 4-Channel depicted in figure 10). The hand controller communicates to the vehicle
using either analog (quickly disappearing) or digital protocols to a receiver on the aircraft.
The receiver translates the instruction directly into servo motion.

In traditional R/C flying, the pilot observes the aircraft response to control inputs from
the ground and, therefore, needs direct line of sight to the vehicle. Many R/C aircraft can
also be flown using First Person View (FPV) R/C, whereby the pilot uses a live video feed
to simulate sitting in the aircraft and controls the aircraft based on the aircraft response
observed over video. The pilot’s view may be further augmented by altitude, airspeed, and
attitude heads-up-display overlays on the video feed (as in figure 11).

FPV flight provides some significant advantages over traditional R/C or more sophisticated
map-based flight.

1. Separation between the vehicle, obstacles, and other aircraft can be determined more
accurately than traditional R/C or map based flight. Parallax, obscured sight lines,
and poor position estimation can degrade a pilot’s estimate of the vehicle state and
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Figure 11: First Person View (FPV) on screen display[18].

lead to disorientation and collisions. With a pilot’s view, FPV operators have an
excellent sense of clearance between the vehicle and surroundings.

2. State estimation accuracy does not fall off with range or attitude from operator, so
long as a strong video link is maintained. The FPV pilot has a much better sense of
true vehicle position and velocity than a traditional R/C operator.

3. Control is more intuitive than traditional R/C since the pilot always has the same
perspective with respect to the aircraft. Positive/negative roll and pitch directions can
appear to change depending on the vehicle’s ‘nose-in’ or ‘nose-out’ orientation with
respect to an R/C operator so apparent reversals occur. However, the FPV pilot’s
perspective is locked to the vehicle’s local coordinate system.

There are disadvantages, however:

1. Though situational awareness can be very good in the direction of flight, the pilot’s
awareness of the larger airspace is limited by a narrow field of view. Rapid aircraft
movement without inner-ear input can lead to disorientation and motion sickness with
only a narrow FPV.

2. Video telemetry is generally low quality and subject to interference.

3. Loss of video can result in complete loss of control unless visual contact with the
aircraft can be made.

4. Pilot has no real sense of vehicle state other than HUD display. The vehicle is generally
not visible to the FPV pilot, so the pilot may be unaware of aircraft damage normally
obvious to traditional operators.

5. Since the FPV cameras are generally fixed w.r.t. the airframe, FPV multi-rotors have
a fixed ’forward’ flight direction that tends to restrict multi-rotors to fly like fixed wing
aircraft. This makes aircraft flight lines somewhat more predictable than traditional
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R/C flight paths, however the FP viewpoint permits much less cautious flight in
general.

4.2 Stabilized R/C Flight First Person View (FPV)

A pilot flying in Stabilized R/C flight normally also uses a traditional R/C controller,
however incorporated into the receiver on board the aircraft or in series with the receiver
is a flight stabilization unit or autopilot system. This system takes the inputs provided by
the pilot and interprets the commands to be sent to the servos and/or motors to achieve
the commanded actions. The electronic flight stabilization system will normally return the
aircraft to level flight (or hover for rotary wing aircraft) when control inputs are removed.
These systems often also incorporate flight envelope protection to limit pitch, bank, and
airspeed (minimum and maximum) to prevent stalls, loss of orientation, and overstressing
of the aircraft. Stabilized R/C flight may be conducted via direct line of sight or via FPV
means.

Multi-rotors are unique in that they usually possess on-board stabilization that coordinates
the rotor speeds to achieve stable hover, without which they would be impractical to control.
Stick inputs are calibrated to offset these rates according to the demanded motions (e.g.
roll, ascend, yaw, etc.).

Stabilized R/C flight can be conducted either through direct visual contact with the air-
craft or via FPV means. However, unlike with direct R/C, stabilized R/C systems will not
normally experience loss of control upon loss of video link. A FPV pilot who has lost video
link in stabilized flight may be able to still climb over obstacles to regain video link, or
turn the aircraft towards home to improve the video signal by decreasing the range to the
aircraft. Aircraft equipped with GPS will also often incorporate a return to home function-
ality which the pilot can activate in the event of loss of video signal to bring the aircraft
back to within visual control range.

Though the next section implies some difference between R/C and autopilot aircraft, R/C
receivers (ie. on the aircraft) and their hand controllers increasingly possess attributes
common to ground station/autopilot such as GPS telemetry return and map displays.

4.3 State Estimation and sensing

Unmanned systems can only control what they can sense. Therefore, from the CUAS per-
spective, each sensor offers a potential vulnerability that can be exploited. That said, the
number and type of sensors can make the UAS more robust to exploit and, depending on
the sensor, provide the UAS with new autonomous capabilities.

The state of a system is the position (and orientation), linear and angular velocities and
accelerations of rigid body’s (i.e. a UAV) centre of gravity. To control UAV flight requires
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understanding the state of the vehicle with respect to some coordinate system, often latitude,
longitude, and heading.

The objective of UAV sensing varies depending on the form of control. For RC systems,
on-board state estimation sensing may be completely unnecessary (as in fixed wing RC) or
essential only for low-level stability (as in multi-rotors RC). Autopilot-based systems rely
on state estimation sensing to measure and regulate the progress of flight.

4.3.1 Position, Velocity, and Acceleration

The most basic sensing task for UAS is localization, fixing their location in a global coordinate
system we can denote as a 3 dimensional position < xG,yG, zG >, is usually taken as:

xG longitude, the angle along the x-axis from the Prime Meridian in radians or degrees.

yG latitude, the angle along along the y-axis from the Equator in radians or degrees.

zG altitude, the translation above/below the z-axis from Median Sea Level (MSL) in metres
or feet.

Conversion of latitude and longitude into Universal Tranverse Mercator (UTM) for the xG
and yG values in metres is often preferred over radians or degrees.

To reflect the pilot’s experience of fixed wing flight, the vehicle’s local coordinate system<
xl,yl, zl >, is usually expressed as:

xl the roll axis in the direction of flight and the roll axis and roll right is ’positive’ roll.

yl the pitch axis where pitch up is ’positive’ pitch.

zl the yaw axis where heading and yaw have the same sense. In level flight, the distance to
the surface is a positive value.

Position, denoted as p, is measured with respect to some coordinate system. Similarly,
velocity, v and acceleration, a, are 3 dimensional and have < x,y, z > components.

Accelerometers

Accelerometers use micro-electromechanical sensors to measure acceleration, a. A typical
Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) accelerometer is composed of a cantilever beam
supporting a known mass. The flexing of the beam, measured through piezo-electric or ca-
pacitive means, provides an estimate of acceleration. Three accelerometers assembled on
mutually orthogonal axes can provide all the components of a. In stationary applications,
accelerometers can be used as inclinometers, measuring an angular displacement with re-
spect to gravity.
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Accelerometer output can be integrated to estimate velocity, but will accumulate errors
over time. As an example, 3DR’s Pixhawk implementation of the Ardupilot open source
autopilot uses the ST Micro LSM303D 3-axis accelerometer[19], a 16bit device capable of
measuring accelerations as large as 117m

s2 or as small as 0.006m
s2 .

Barometers

Barometers measure the relative air pressure between two reservoirs (e.g. the atmosphere
and a pressure capsule). By ’zeroing’ a barometer against sea-level pressure, changes in
altitude of the sensor can be estimated according to the relation:

zl = Pa
ρag

(9)

Where Pa is the atmospheric pressure (Pa, Pascals or kg
ms2 ), ρa is the density of air ( kg

m3 )
and g is the acceleration due to gravity (m

s2 ). With weather based changes to atmospheric
pressure and temperature, barometers tend to be relatively imprecise 4. Errors on the order
of 10’s of metres are not uncommon.

The Pixhawk uses a MEAS MS5611 24 bit barometer[20].

Pitot-static Sensors

Pitot-static systems are a specialized form of barometer used to measure velocity in an
air stream and most commonly found in fixed wing applications where controlling airspeed
is essential for maintaining safe minimum airspeed for fixed wing aircraft. Airspeed and
speed-made-good, the vehicle’s actual velocity, are related through the aircraft heading and
local wind velocities.

These systems compare two pressures of a moving airflow: static pressure or the ambient
pressure measured outside of the airflow and dynamic pressure of the airflow. The magnitude
of airspeed, v, is:

v =
√

2(pd − ps)
ρ

(10)

A pitot-static system is usually composed of an annular probe with a pressure port on the
probe’s side to measure ps and a port at the probe’s tip to measure pd. These pressures are
passed back to a differential pressure sensor.

The Pixhawk can use an auxiliary module, the Freescale MPXV7002 [21], to feed differential
pressures to the autopilot.
4 Aviation barometric altimeters are assumed to be accurate to ±25 feet
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Global Positioning Systems

GPS include the US GPS system or Russian GLONASS5. Each are composed of a 24 satel-
lite constellation that each broadcast time from an on-board atomic clock and a precisely
computed location. By decoding signals from at least four satellites, a receiver can compute
both its precise position and true local time.

Since both constellations are continuously moving, the composition of the visible constella-
tion changes slowly over time. In general, uncorrected GPS will agree with map coordinates
to within ±5m, changing with the visibility and aspect of the local constellation. However,
GPS repeatability between two samples is often less than ±1m. This, too, will change slowly
over time with occasional sudden position changes as the constellation changes.

This basic system can be augmented by additional high precision surface beacons such
as Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) or Wide Area Augmentation System
corrections (WAAS)

DGPS uses surface beacons, precisely surveyed at installation, that transmit corrections to
local receivers. DGPS techniques can improve horizontal position accuracy from ±5m of
typical GPS to ±10cm.

WAAS uses a network of ground-based reference stations and geostationary satellites to
broadcast corrections to the GPS constellation over North America. A surface GPS receiver
network measures small variations in the GPS satellites’ signals and transmits deviation cor-
rection messages to geostationary WAAS satellites. These rebroadcast correction messages
back to Earth. WAAS-enabled GPS receivers use these corrections to improve accuracy.

A GPS reciever is composed of an omnidirectional antenna and dedicated computing hard-
ware. In general, GPS positions are computed at 1 Hz.

With a single antenna, GPS signals produce an estimate of p. Multiple antennas can be
used to estimate orientation, though separation of antennae is often on the order of 1m or
more.

UAS operators use two measures to gauge the quality of GPS estimates, the number of
satellites visible to the GPS and the estimated error in the computed result or Position
Dilution of Precision (PDOP). The number of visible satellites will vary by region and
geography, but larger numbers are better – more than 10 visible is not uncommon at lower
latitudes. PDOP evaluates the net GPS signal quality and reliabilty – smaller values are
better, with ’good’ between 2 and 5.

4.3.2 Orientation and Rotation Rate

The orientation of a coordinate system has a number of different complex representations,
most are not relevant to this discussion. Roll, Pitch, and Yaw (RPY) angles are perhaps the
5 Other regional systems include EU’s Galileo, China’s Beidou, India’s IRNS and Japan’s QZSS
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most intuitive. Angular rotation, ω, and angular acceleration, α, are expressed in a manner
similar to velocity and acceleration.

Magnetometers

Magnetometers or electronic compasses sense the direction of a magnetic field. Since mag-
netic fields are produced by dipoles a magnetometer will determine the direction of the local
field line from one pole to the other. Though local geology can distort field line orientation
and magnetic declination (the variation between true and magnetic north) varies over time,
magnetometers can be used to infer the direction to the earth’s north or south poles.

In the construction of an orientation frame of reference, magnetometers can provide a known
north axis that when combined with a gravity vector can establish a full local roll-pitch-
yaw coordinate system. Care must be taken to cancel out magnetic effects from the UAV
through hard iron calibration and to avoid magnetic sources such as power lines or metal
buildings during startup.

Gyroscopes

Gyroscopes (or gyros) are designed to measure angular rotation rates and can be packaged
to measure from one to three perpendicular axes (ωx, ωy, ωz) simultaneously. Originally
based on spinning mass, much like a top, modern UAS Gyros are often founded on a similar
phenomena though often measured through MEMS. In MEMS, micro-scale piezo-electric
mechanical pendulum (or similar signal generating structure) vibrates in a plane. Like a
traditional gyro, such vibrating members try to maintain the original plane of vibration
when rotated. Rotation forces the vibrating member to twist out-of-plane and produces
a signal measurement proportional to the rotation rate. Three members assembled onto
mutually perpendicular planes forms a complete 3-axis gyro.

A Fiber Optic Gyroscope (FOG) uses laser interferometry to estimate rotation rates. Two
beams of laser light are passed through a fiber optic ring in opposite directions. Rota-
tion in the plane of the ring appears as interference between these two beams and can be
measured through interferometry. Like the MEMS, three FOGs assembled onto mutually
perpendicular planes forms a complete 3-axis gyro.

In general, physical phenomena such as heat, vibration, or shock induce smaller errors in
FOGs (by an order of magnitude) than MEMS systems. However, FOGs tend to draw more
power at greater weight and expense than MEMS. Military systems are more likely to use
FOGs for their precise, robust performance and small commercial/hobby systems are more
likely to use MEMS for their low cost, light weight, and low power consumption.
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4.3.3 External Geometry
Range Finding Sensors

Range finding sensors measure distance by timing the interval between an emitted signal
and an echo from a reflecting surface. By sweeping the bearing of the sensor over time, local
maps of the distance to reflecting surfaces can be constructed.

The medium and frequency of the emitted signal governs the spatial resolution in both
bearing and range of the sensor.

Three media are common to robotics in general and are used in UAS for altimetry and local
map construction: Sound Navigation and Ranging (SONAR), RADAR, and Light Detection
and Ranging (LIDAR).

SONAR emit an acoustic pulse or ‘chirp’ and time the return of the echo. Originally used
for maritime subsurface ranging, inexpensive piezoelectric SONAR sensors are common in
photography (notably the Panasonic Polaroid cameras), automotives, and robotics. Ultra-
sonic emissions radiate spherically in a cone. However, reflections will be more likely closer
to the conical axis. Continuing with the Pixhawk example, the Maxbotix EZ4 [22] is a
narrow-beam atmospheric sonar sensor compatible with the Pixhawk autopilot. The sensor
has a beam cone of ≈ 30◦, an effective range of 5 metres, and a 1 cm range resolution.

RADAR uses electromagnetic pulses to find the distance to targets. Though once limited
to large fixed or mobile installations, miniaturization has led to the development of small,
compact RADAR now commonplace on automobiles (services such as blind spot, side im-
pact, adaptive cruise control, etc.). Currently RADAR most commonly provides altimetry
(eg.[?]) and usually at GHz frequencies.

Like RADAR, LIDAR uses the time between laser pulses emission to reflection to estimate
range. LIDAR usually operates in the near-infrared ( 300GHz) and, using laser emissions,
produces a highly coherent beam with very low beam divergence (well under 1◦), and
results in very small sampling regions, high sampling rates, and high resolution (usually
centimetres). Again, like RADAR, LIDAR can be used as a UAS altimeter. However, to
sample an area, the beam must be swept requiring an opto-mechanical assembly to sweep
the beam over the area (e.g. the Velodyne ’Puck’ [23]).

RADAR and LIDAR perform similar tasks at similar ranges (1-200m) but possess different
strengths and weaknesses. RADAR performs well in most weather conditions, but has a
wide divergence cone, making precise ranging of specific features difficult. LIDAR has un-
predictable performance over snow, water and optically reflective surfaces, but has a very
small sampling spot making precise distance estimates to specific features possible.

New sensors such as Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and flash LIDAR provide imaging
variations on the basic concept of range finding.
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Visual Odometry

Visual Odometry software exploits recent developments in image processing to extract,
track, and geo-locate image features in image sets to produce an estimate of relative vehicle
motion. Often hundreds of Scale-Invariant Feature Transformation (SIFT) features are ex-
tracted from each image, many of which persist in successive images. By tracking persistent
features, software can ‘stitch’ together overlapping images and estimate 3D locations of
features.

This approach has some weaknesses, however. Unique image features arising from variations
in pixel colour and intensity become difficult to track in repeating patterns or low contrast
(eg. dim or saturated) images. Any image set with fine, time-varying, or nonexistent textures
such as grassland, snowfields, or large bodies of water can pose problems for feature or
texture based algorithms.

Simplified versions of such algorithms can produce real-time estimates of velocity and, there-
fore, can be used as input to basic odometry position estimation systems. More elaborate,
off-line algorithms can produce point cloud environment surveys much like LIDAR.

4.4 Localization Logic

SUAS autopilots generally contain an Inertial Navigation Systems (INS) consisting of ac-
celerometers and gyroscopes which are integrated over time to give the UAV position and
attitude. Errors in the sensor data lead to significant errors in the prediction of the UAV
attitude and position. The main sources of error are bias errors (constant errors or offsets),
scale factor errors (errors in gains), and Gaussian noise (errors intrinsic to the measurement
process, characterized by a symmetric error curve or Gaussian about some mean measured
value).

Many possible techniques can be applied to compensate for error. Perhaps the most common
is the Kalman filter that can combine measured data, such as GPS position, accelerometer,
and gyro data, and a model of how measurements might change. Each of these sensors has
some capacity to estimate the vehicle’s position, but each has unique error properties. If
these errors are taken into account, state estimators (such as the Kalman filter) can produce
an optimally accurate estimate of the vehicle state based on these multiple sensor sources
– a process known as sensor fusion.

This permits INS systems to operate in different modes if conditions should change. For
example, in INS/GPS mode a wind model may be used to estimate wind speed and direction
to compensate for periods when GPS data is unavailable. Without GPS measurements the
full INS system will lose accuracy over time. As a result, during periods of extended GPS
outage, some INS systems will switch to Attitude and Heading Reference System (AHRS)
mode that may use a Kalman filter or equivalent state estimator to fuse only accelerometer,
magnetometer, and gyroscope data to compute UAV RPY. The attitude measurements are
then used to predict any gyroscope bias drift that occurs.
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Wind models are used to estimate the wind velocity and direction. This is essential, as the
accuracy of the system in AHRS mode is dependent on having an accurate initial wind
measurement, as in AHRS mode the wind velocity is fixed.

Many COTS UAVs (e.g. Pixhawk Ardupilot) use Kalman filters to fuse inputs into a single
state. However, discrete logic may switch sensors based on conditions. For example altitude
sensing may switch from GPS and barometry above sea level altitude to time-of-flight
sensors (e.g. SONAR) during final approach to land to establish above ground level altitude.

4.5 Autopilots

Small-unmanned systems benefit from the proliferation of both commercial and, more re-
cently, open source autopilots. The introduction of miniature solid state sensing such as
magnetometers, micro electro-mechanical accelerometers and gyros as well as Global Po-
sitioning systems have significantly reduced the weight, volume, power consumption, and
intellectual resources required to design and develop autopilots. Further, the hobby remote
control community has developed stabilization aides that can further simplify autopilot
requirements. These include novel sensors such as:

• Thermopiles for attitude stabilization: by detecting the Infra-Red (IR) difference be-
tween sky and earth these controllers can provide simple attitude control for a small
UAVs outdoors.

• Gyros for helicopter tail-rotor control: originally designed to simplify R/C helicopter
control, these simple gyros provide ‘heading hold’ input during helicopter maneuvers.
The controllers add tail rotor input to the pilots rudder demands to ensure the vehicle
remains on heading during ascent/descent, and sliding translations.

• Miniature governors ensure constant head speed control in conventional helicopter
designs, removing the pilot’s power management to pure collective control.

Consequently, a number of small and relatively inexpensive (USD$5,000+ USD) commercial
autopilots have emerged over the last decade followed shortly thereafter by a series of
inexpensive open-source autopilot projects ($200+). Initially addressing fixed-wing systems,
commercial and open-source autopilots now support more challenging rotorary wing aircraft.
Some popular small UASV autopilots include:

• OpenPilot
• DJI Naza series6

• Cloudcap Technologies Piccolo7

• Procerus Kestrel8
6 www.dji.com.
7 www.cloudcaptech.com.
8 www.lockheedmartin.ca/us/products/procerus/kestrel-autopilot.html.
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• Micropilot MP2x289

• Paparazzi (open source)10

• Ardupilot APM11 (open source software) with many supporting hardware vendors
such as 3DR Pixhawk12

4.5.1 Inner-loop: Stabilization

Perhaps the most basic autopilot capability, stabilization, removes the responsibility of
maintaining vehicle stability from the pilot, often a high control rate sensor intensive op-
eration. In both fixed and rotor wing aircraft sub-second corrections in flight surfaces are
often managed by high speed PID control loops, tuned during initial configuration. Experi-
mental systems may possess adaptive control capability where the autopilot can compensate
for minor discrepancies between the vehicle model and actual vehicle state (e.g. damaged
propellers).

4.5.2 Outer-loop: Navigation

Unlike inner-loop stabilization, both outer-loop and mission oriented logic, vary considerably
between autopilots. Virtually all autopilots support some form of basic path construction,
waypoint following, and real-time telemetry display. While most permit the storage of mul-
tiple paths within the vehicle, not all autopilots support in-flight changes to waypoint paths
or new path uploading. Not surprisingly, there is a wide range of ground station capabilities,
communications and mission planning options.

Most commercial autopilots provide multiple on-board path storage, in-flight path modifi-
cation/editing, Loss of Communications (LoC) procedures, auto-launch, auto-landing, and
multiple payload I/O options. Similarly, commercial GCS typically provide moving map
displays, telemetry data logging, configurable displays, and user application programming
interfaces (APIs).

Generally, open source systems are less sophisticated, but more flexible. These systems are
designed for user modification and evolve to support experimental and unusual aircraft, au-
topilot hardware, and payloads and provide potential alternatives to commercially available
autopilot systems which are often difficult problems for controlled goods regulators

Waypoint following consists of a set of programmed points, at least expressed as 2D latitude
and longitude, but sometimes including altitude and airspeed. Depending on the architec-
ture of both autopilot and GCS, more or less waypoint synthesis may occur on the autopilot.
Regardless, missions are generally composed of one or more waypoint lists, where each point
could be:
9 www.micropilot.com.
10 wiki.paparazziuav.org.
11 www.ardupilot.co.uk/.
12 https://store.3dr.com/.
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• a position through which the vehicle must fly, usually joined by straight line segment
to the next point. Many autopilots can be configured to smooth path and airspeed
transitions between segments.

• ‘canned’ paths such as circular orbit, approach and landing that are generally smooth
non-straight segments auto-generated from simple parameters (e.g. orbit from a center
point and radius).

• action points triggering additional events such as imaging or payload release.

• key points such as ‘home’ and LoC positions.

The autopilot, GCS, and payload may implement another class of manoeuvres or behaviours
driven entirely by the payload and not following a path prescribed by the GCS operator.
Examples include:

• Target following: an operator identifies a EO/IR target at the payload GCS and
engages ‘following’. Depending on the behaviour, the vehicle could orbit around or
formate on the target, mirroring speed where possible. For COTS systems (e.g., DJI
series), a variety of cinematic modes have appeared such as ‘profile’: flight in formation
with the target; ‘rocket’: rapid ascent above the target, helix: widening spiral ascent
around the target, and ‘Drone Selfie’ or ‘dronie’: retreating/ascending of the target.

• Traffic avoidance: a UAS subsystem monitors aviation transponders and/or dedicated
EO/IR sensors and diverts the aircraft safely away from converging traffic. These are
currently impractical on small UAS but will likely be required for MALE or HALE
systems.

• Obstacle and/or collison avoidance: using SONAR or EO/IR subsystems to halt before
(collision avoidance) or fly around obstacles (obstacle avoidance). Many multi-rotors
have downward facing short range sensors that perform similar actions during auto-
landing.

• Experimental behaviours: Gliding: detection and interception of atmospheric ther-
mals; Plume tracking: detection and mapping of chemical plumes.

4.5.3 On-The-Loop: Mission

Some autopilots, offer a third party software developer kits (SDKs) to the autopilot and
may permit third party software to reside on the vehicle, while others are intended for
GCS-side software add-ons, such as Hanger’s Autopilot.

4.6 Flight Logic

The flight process is not limited to maintaining stability and navigation, the autopilot must
manage engine start, launch, departure, LoC link, Loss of Global Positioning (LoG), low
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fuel/battery, approach, and recovery, to name a few. These flight modes each have unique
configuration settings for power and flight surfaces and likely have unique waypoint lists
or other criteria. The autopilot may autonomously switch from one mode to another based
on sensor prerequisites. This ‘forest of logic’ is often more complex than the basic flight
controller and can be confusing for operators to monitor and debug.

Each aircraft will have unique start, launch, recovery, and shut-down logic, however pre-
configured in-flight responses to LoC, LoG, and low battery/fuel are often similar across
platforms. Many in-flight emergencies are resolved with a Return To Home (RTH) command
either from the operator or automatically within the GCS.

4.6.1 Return to Home

RTH is a common strategy in emergencies, since immediate descent may evolve into a LoC
condition and risks collateral damage on landing but can trigger difficulties without planning
and maintenance of the ‘home’ position and return path. The greatest RTH danger occurs
during direct RTH flight paths ’as the crow flies’ which may lead to collision with structures,
terrain, or vegetation. Some systems (e.g., DJI series) the operator must prescribe a safe
return altitude to prevent RTH collisions on immediate return and must manually update
the ‘home’ position if the launch point is no longer ‘home’. Some (e.g., Aeryon Skyranger)
will use the highest en-route altitude as the safe returning altitude and can differentiate
between ‘home’ and a moving base station. Others (e.g., Cloud Cap Technologies Piccolo
II) use LoC to trigger a new waypoint list rather than a simple ‘home’ position.

4.6.2 Loss of Communications

LoC can occur for many reasons, from hardware failure, terrain that blocks transmissions,
or radio interference. In many cases operators will have some warning due to low RSSI
values. Recovery configuration options usually include:

• continue mission
• divert to a pre-configured LoC path or location
• return to launch point
• descend immediately

The majority of COTs systems will return to their launch point. However the ability to
continue with the mission or divert to an alternate path means that LoC is not necessarily a
mission kill. Significantly, flight permits are often issued based on the intended configuration
of LoC plans that may not tolerate long term LoC states other than RTH or similar recovery
strategy.

4.6.3 Low Battery/Fuel

Low Battery/Fuel is a common condition prompting anything from warnings at the GCS
up to and including RTH when the battery approaches a preconfigured thresholds for RTH
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and safe auto-landing. Some systems will only estimate time remaining based on a safety
margin and predicted charge/fuel remaining. Others will estimate charge/fuel required to
return given outbound windspeed and direction. In general, warnings will appear to the
operator as the threshold approaches and will trigger RTH without interference. After the
RTH threshold has passed, autopilots will next warn on safe landing and will auto-land in
place without further interference.

One should note that battery discharge rates are difficult to predict accurately and can lead
to premature abort of missions or, alternatively, unexpected power loss.

4.6.4 Loss of GPS

Complete LoG is relatively rare, particularly since satellite count and PDOP can warn
the operator to take corrective measures prior to LoG. Again hardware failure, terrain,
and radio interference are likely culprits. LoG Recovery options are poor: continue mission
until GPS recovered or descend immediately. The majority of COTs systems will descend
immediately since continuing the mission substantially elevates risk and, worse, does not
provide accurate location to the GCS if the vehicle should go down. Continuing the mission
can work if the quality and drift rate of the INS solution on the UAS minimize error and
the GPS outage is short-lived. For this reason, LoG recovery may include a simplified flight
trajectory (e.g. straight and level flight) and time-out period to reduce INS drift during the
outage and wait for GPS recovery. If GPS cannot be recovered within the time-out period
immediate descent is the only safe solution but will endanger the vehicle, possibly adding
LoC as the vehicle descends into terrain, and risks collateral damage on landing.

4.6.5 Geofencing

Geofencing is a means of prescribing operational boundaries for the UAV that will trigger,
at minimum, a vehicle alarm, RTH, auto-descent or prevent launch. In the case of software
enforcement of airspace boundaries, vehicles may auto-land (e.g., DJI Spark) if the boundary
is violated in flight. In systems that can prescribe safe flight areas and no-go zones (e.g.,
Ardupilot) at the GCS the vehicle may return to a prescribed RTH position.

4.7 Significance to Counter UAS

As mentioned earlier, communications forms the backbone of all UAS flight control, though
as autopilots accumulate more sensing, instructions and telemetry reporting for flight con-
trol will become more abstract, evolving from high rate control surface instructions to low
rate waypoint instructions and, similarly, changing from high rate vehicle state reporting
to low rate mission reporting.
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4.7.1 Strengths

Rapid innovation around EO/IR based obstacle avoidance and GPS denied operations pro-
vides operators greater confidence in navigating cluttered environments where obstacle and
signal strength may be compromised. This will increase the likelihood of low altitude and
urban operations and may limit the effectiveness of GPS jammers in the future.

Similarly, machine learning on these image streams has made target following more accessi-
ble without specialized equipment. In some cases (DJI Mavic Air and Spark), a traditional
GCS is not necessary to operate the vehicle – gesture control is sufficient to guide the vehicle
around the operator and may render communications jamming ineffective.

As sensing options expand to better INS, visual navigation (e.g., SLAM), Radio Frequency
(RF) beacon navigation, or even celestial navigation, LoC and LoG will become less critical
to flight.

4.7.2 Vulnerabilities

Though autopilots are rapidly gaining new ’autonomy’ features, RF communication will
remain necessary for more complex data, therefore, UAS will always be vulnerable to inter-
ception, monitoriing, and disruption, but as autonomous missions become more trustworthy
the impact on mission performance will diminish, though real-time communications may
be hard to maintain.

For now, jamming GPS remains a significant CUAS tool, particularly since most UAS use
relatively basic position estimation software and low precision INS to compensate for LoG.
As UAV sensing comes to rely on human-like sensing such as visual navigation, traditional
camouflage and obscurant countermeasures will become effective counter-navigation tools.

Autopilot vulnerabilities to cyber attacks vary considerably depending on frequency, proto-
col, and autopilot. Though WiFi communications has proven to be poorly secured in many
COTS systems, WiFi is not a widespread protocol for UAS. Proprietary protocols (e.g.,
DJI Lightbridge and Ocusync) have grown to provide better security against hacking and
payload privacy. Still, even these protocols can be exploited by a knowledgeable attacker.
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5 Payloads

While many payloads are possible, most UAS are designed to carry some form of electro-
optical and/or infra-red (EO/IR) payload [8], with radar and other payloads far less com-
mon. With the explosion of smartphones and digital cameras, optical size continues to
shrink while sensor resolution grows.

However, as these devices shrink and are installed into smaller fixed wing airframes, they
become increasingly subject to higher frequency turbulence and vehicle perturbation com-
mon at small scales. Indeed, to some degree, the rise of multi-rotor aircraft can be credited
with significant improvements in reducing UAS EO/IR stability problems at small scales
since these craft can carry larger payloads than fixed wing aircraft given the same operating
footprint.

5.1 Improvised UAS munitions

UAS have been used both as carriers for dumb munitions or as guided munitions.

ISIS video [24] describes the modification of a flying wing (Skywalker X8) to carry and
drop improvised ordinance, likely grenades. However, based on the quality and motion of
the camera, actual ordinance drops appear to be from a multi-rotor.

The pilot appears to use either FPV or EO cameras to reach the site, aim, and trigger the
drop. Based on the 6-8 second free-fall, the vehicle appears to be between 4-600ft altitude.
The ordinance seems have used either ribbon or crude stabilizing fins to improve descent
dynamics.

In January 2018 [25], insurgents employed a custom fixed wing to drop dumb munitions
during two coordinated ‘swarm’ attacks on Russian facilities in Syria. Each fixed wing
vehicle carried 10 bomblets deployed in groups of 5, presumably through programmatic
release from a Pixhawk 2.1 autopilot.

Schmidt [26] summarizes a widely reported booby-trap UAS that killed two Kurdish fighters:
“believed to be one of the first times the Islamic State has successfully used a drone with
explosives to kill troops on the battlefield”. The article suggests widespread use of UAS for
intelligence gathering and, possibly, mortar-fire guidance.

While UAS hold some promise as either munitions or ‘bombers’, development and testing
for accurate delivery requires some technical and tactical sophistication and planning. In
general, UAS must be modified to support cargo release. Given the reliance on unguided
descent of the ordinance, precision will be poor. However, with small UAS payloads in the
kilogram range, significant injury or damage is possible.
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5.2 Optical Payloads, Stability and UAS

Fixed wing UAS have a long history of EO/IR payloads, from small Raven RQ-11B to
GlobalHawk RQ-4, fixed wing aircraft of many scales have carried EO/IR systems.

Despite these large scale differences, the ground sample distance (GSD) arising from all
fixed wing UAS appears to converge to an anecdotal limit of 10cm/pixel. The reasons for
this constant barrier fall to a common set of design decisions, the physics of the atmosphere,
stabilized optics, and fixed wing flight. Three key relationships conspire to produce this fixed
wing optical limit.

5.2.1 Wing Loading and Airspeed

Aircraft will respond to turbulence through altitude, roll, pitch, and yaw changes. Aircraft
with larger lift will react more dramatically to turbulence than those with less lift. More
accurately, aircraft with higher wing loading (mass/wing area) will exhibit a smoother flight
path than those with lower wing loading. Therefore, for a given mass of optics, the most
stable flight will be from an aircraft with a highest wing loading for the assumed conditions.
However, an aircraft with high wing loading must fly faster to carry the same weight as a
lower loaded aircraft.

5.2.2 Airspeed and Altitude

For a given optical system and desired exposure setting, higher airspeed translates into a
higher minimum altitude flight profile. To reduce image motion blur, the apparent motion
of surface features on the sensor must be reduced by increasing the range from the camera.
Therefore, for any particular camera configuration, motion blur caused by airspeed can be
reduced by an increase in altitude.

Other factors may increase the preferred cruising altitude such as fuel efficiency, communi-
cations range, and stealth.

5.2.3 Altitude and Optical Quality

For a given optical system and desired exposure setting, an increase in altitude increases
the ground sampling distance and exacerbates optical atmospheric effects due to large scale
turbulence, dust, and moisture. To counter these effects, higher altitudes encourage the
adoption of larger optics and more sophisticated stabilization systems.

Since more complex systems will increase wing loading and drive higher airspeeds, fixed
wing systems must balance conflicting constraints of image quality, airspeed and altitude.
The balance of these constraints currently seems to converge at the 10cm/pixel resolution
limit.
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5.2.4 Hovering UAS

Unlike fixed wing systems that couple lift to airspeed and, in turn, altitude, hovering systems
do not suffer from the 10cm/pixel imaging limit. Sacrificing endurance for lift, rotor-craft
can hover and descend to improve imagery, while Lighter-than-air have similar potential
at the cost of size, manoeuvrability, and stealth. Hovering craft, particularly multi-rotors,
simplify the gimbal to pitch-only and substitute gimbal yaw with vehicle yaw.

5.3 Image Quality

Theoretically, the smallest resolvable angular diameter is limited by a number of factors
including the diffraction limit of the optical path and the atmospheric seeing. For typical
optics, this is defined by the Airy Disc, the smallest point of light that can be produced by
an optical path of particular aperture. An optical system that produces images with this
angular resolution is diffraction limited. However, only space-borne optics approach such
performance, with terrestrial optical quality compromised by thermal and turbulent effects
of the atmosphere. Even adaptive optics that measure and compensate for these effects do
not approach diffraction limited performance.

Practical image quality is governed by additional factors such as sensor qualities of size,
performance, and resolution; quality and type of optical elements; the sensor’s mechanical
isolation from high frequency vibration and low frequency motion; atmospheric states such
as turbulence, dust, and high humidity; and the type and distance of target. Together these
conspire to degrade idealized imaging performance and the sensor’s utility. While much has
been written on modelling these factors (e.g. [27]), the final result is usually a gross estimate
of image utility for certain mission types. With these limits in mind, missions can be crafted
to best effect depending on the objectives. Imaging objectives can be characterized many
ways, perhaps most commonly through Johnson Criteria, Targeting Task Performance, or
National Imagery Interpretability Rating Scales (NIIRs).

5.3.1 Johnson Criteria

In 1958, John Johnson [28] characterized object detection probability based on the resolution
of an imaged object. He found that the probability of an observer successfully locating a
target rose with the number of sensor scan lines or ‘cycles’ across the target. Over time, these
results have become known as Johnson Criteria that describe discrimination categories and
number of cycles for a population of observers to have a 50% chance of discriminating the
target. These widely quoted criteria appear in Table 2.

While these rough criteria have been abused in many cases and do not capture atmospheric
effects, relative target orientation, among other important factors, they have stood as a
quick reference relating the usefulness of an image to the effective sensor resolution. These
Criteria can be used to help determine which optics (the lens and sensor) are required for
specific mission (e.g. identification of personnel) or how the mission should be designed to
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Table 2: Johnson Criteria cycles or pixels on target and dimension of target at
10cm/pixel.

Discrimination Level Cycles on Target 10cm/pixel Size (cm) Description
Detection 1.0± 0.25 10± 2.5 Object is of military significance
Orientation 1.4± 0.35 14± 3.5 Object aspect
Recognition 4.0± 0.8 40± 8.0 Class of object (Jeep, tank, etc.)
Identification 6.4± 1.5 64± 15.0 Member of class

suit specific optics. Usually, the latter is the most common, meaning the operator must
design a track, speed, and altitude to maximize the image quality while minimizing other
factors (turbulence, conflict with traffic, audible detection, etc.). For typical fixed-wing ISR
UAS, Johnson criteria imply that the discrimination level, too, is driven by the 10cm/pixel
limit as described in Table 2.

In practice, Johnson Criteria have been surpassed by the US Night Vision and Elec-
tronic Sensors Directorate’s (NVESD) Targeting Task Performance (TTP) a comprehensive
method of estimating the probability of recognition given many factors ignored in the John-
son Criteria.

5.3.2 National Imagery Interpretability Rating Scales (NIIRs)

Still another image quality measure is the National Imagery Interpretability Rating Scales
(NIIRS) initially developed in the 1970s. This is a task based scale that classifies image
quality based on visible image features. Scales have been established that grade EO, IR,
Radar, and multi-spectral imagery between 0-9, based on the minimum discernible features
in an image [29]. Computed estimates of NIIRS performance [27] using the General Image
Quality Equation (GIQE) show that at 20km, GlobalHawk can achieve NIIRS 7, meaning
that the imagery can be used to:

• Identify individual mature cotton plants in a known cotton field.
• Identify individual railroad ties.
• Detect individual steps on a stairway.
• Detect stumps and rocks in forest clearings and meadows.

In practice most small fixed wing UAS achieve similar performance. The 10cm/pixel limit
roughly corresponds to features of NIIRS 7 or 8 for visible imagery at typical operational
altitudes.

5.3.3 Gimbals

Gimbals are electro-mechanical systems, often hemi-spherical in appearance, that both
house one or more sensors and permit operators to point them at a target while com-
pensating for aircraft motion. In the general case, a fixed wing aircraft can roll, pitch,
and yaw, meaning that a gimbal must offer at least three degrees of rotational motion to
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counter any possible aircraft movement. In practice, some gimbals offer only pitch and yaw
but provide image flipping to rectify an image if necessary (e.g. when passing directly over a
target, an uncorrected image will transition from oblique forward upright, nadir top-down,
to oblique rear inverted).

As a mechanical system, gimbals can reject only gross motion of the aircraft and, in general,
cannot reject higher frequency airframe vibration from motor or aerodynamic sources. These
sources can be damped by isolation dampers within the gimbal and by image stabilization,
real-time processing of the sensor stream.

Gimbal control often includes features such as geo-pointing, surface point location estima-
tion, and automated scanning. Geo-pointing allows an operator to anchor the sensor on an
image feature in effect, pointing the sensor at a fixed geo-spatial coordinate. Simlarly, some
systems can go one step further and estimate the geo-spatial coordinates of image features
or slew to these coordinates. These features can be further automated by the operator to
ensure accurate repeated scanning of different locations. Gimbals can exploit image pro-
cessing to develop additional capabilities such as image compression, motion tracking, and
still capture. These can be performed either on the aircraft or at the payload ground control
station.

Motion compensation and geo-pointing capabilities require autopilot-like sensing of aircraft
motion. Combined with geo-spatial estimation and scanning, gimbal controllers can ap-
proach the complexity of autopilots. Indeed, many autopilots can support gimbal motion,
while others use modified autopilots as dedicated controllers.

5.4 Significance to Counter UAS

ISR missions constitute the the most likely purpose of UAS intrusions. To date, improvised
UAS weaponization (as in the Syrian Theatre) are limited to delivery of low-yield, inaccurate
anti-personnel munitions from fixed and rotor wing or low-precision low-speed improvised
cruise weapons. While these are significant developments, the majority of UAS missions
will remain ISR given that payloads at small scales are limited to the kilogram range
and conversion of COTS systems to alternate payloads can be difficult, possibly requiring
hardware, software, and communications revisions.

5.4.1 Strengths

High resolution, low cost imagers coupled with stable, simple flight control drive the demand
for consumer photo and video platforms maiking ISR missions the most likely source of un-
wanted UAS intrusions. Coupled to obstacle avoidance and GPS denied capability, indoor
operations will become increasingly common. The diminishing size, growing range, improv-
ing sensor quality, and expanding operational envelope will make these systems increasingly
difficult to detect, track, and engage in all affected environments (e.g. indoors).
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Syrian and Ukrainian conflicts have shown that small UAS have eroded the benefits of
traditional air superiority and limited battlefield mobility. The same may be true for pub-
lic security forces—the small size, simple flight, high resolution stabilized payloads and
high speed communications will significantly limit mobility of security forces during civil
enforcement operations.

Improvised use of UAS as guided munitions or bomb carriers has been shown effective in Iraq
and Syria, particularly against personnel. FPV delivery of munitions should be considered
a significant threat. Though used defensively by the Israelis against flame kites [30], the use
FPV systems in a combat CUAS role suggests FPV systems could also be used as a poor
man’s smart munition.

5.4.2 Vulnerabilities

Understanding the capabilities and limits of a UAS payload may provide insight into the
vehicle’s mission objectives.

A UAS with an objective to image specific individuals will fly at lower altitudes than another
imaging a vehicle convoy or movement of personnel. To a point, an observer can use the
vehicle’s flight behaviour to infer vehicle’s mission or, conversely, recognizing the vehicle’s
mission and the payload’s performance limits may inform the vehicle’s likely behaviour.
In this way, knowledge of likely optical payloads, obstacle avoidance capability, and can
be used to shape intrusion routes or movement of personnel to complicate flight and/or
compromise imaging quality.

Precision delivery of ordinance will remain difficult using COTS or open source autopilots
intended for navigation. Precision ballistic payload release can be a complex problem and
so will likely remain relatively crude and low precision.
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6 Ground Control Stations

UAS are controlled entirely through a software interface often composed of a map, payload,
and vehicle status views. The GCS may be augmented with joysticks, a payload display,
and independent radio ground station. The GCS serves many roles and is often the central
tool for vehicle configuration during aircraft development, route planning prior to mission,
and systems pre-flight prior to launch.

Though GCS software increasingly resides on tablets for small systems, both portable laptop
and desktop systems will exploit graphical user interface (Graphical User Interface (GUI))
using either touch (as in DJI Go on tablets), stylus (e.g. Aeryon Skyranger on laptop), or
mouse (Ardupilot’s Mission Planner or Cloud Cap’s Piccolo GCS on a desktop).

6.1 Configuration

Autopilot configuration occurs either through dialog settings selection or, in the rare case,
configuration file editing. Most COTs configuration will be related to mission constraints
(e.g. range from GCS or peek airspeed). COTS systems will not permit any significant
performance autopilot calibration or aircraft performance tuning. In contrast, DIY systems
will require significantly more configuration, from actuator calibration and engine mapping
to autopilot control loop tuning and radio configuration. Autopilot tuning, in particular,
remains a poorly understood art in DIY vehicle configuration and is often poorly supported
at the GCS GUI.

6.2 Flight Planning

During flight planning, virtually all systems rely on stored (on the GCS and UAV) way-
point creation through simple line drawing interaction on a map display. Waypoints vary
in content, some are limited to simple planar GPS coordinates while others will include
altitude, airspeed, and other parameters that must be met at each waypoint. Special way-
point categories may include circular orbit points, landing paths, hover points, and payload
action points (e.g. photo or cargo release) to name a few. Autopilots generally consider
vehicle dynamics when performing an actual flight and may provide options for how cor-
ners are managed (e.g. cut the corner for smooth flight or exactly intercept the waypoint,
possibly involving pre-turn manoeuvres.)For simple paths, the aircraft must pass through a
waypoint error bubble to continue to the next waypoint. Thus identical autopilots guiding
different aircraft on an identical flight plans may produce different flight paths. Many sys-
tems also provide planning aides to create photo survey plans or ‘auto-grids’. Depending on
the grid planner’s assumptions, such tools may not guarantee the vehicle will fly the exact
grid. These tools approximate the projected camera frustum at a planned altitude and the
cruise speed to produce a survey plan within a prescribed search region drawn on the map.
Weather may warp the final flight path for all planned flights.
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6.3 Pre-flight

Some systems provide pre-flight automation to support checklists, though in general train-
ing is required to ensure complete and accurate preflight checks (e.g. pitot functional checks,
engine runup, hard-iron calibration, flight surface calibration, etc.). Since, small UAS in-
creasingly perform entirely autonomous takeoff and landing operations, many of these checks
can be automated and may include self-tests prior to spin-up and additional self tests once
airborne.

6.4 In-flight

In-flight, most GCS reduce the operator to a system manager, ensuring the vehicle has
sufficient power/fuel to complete the mission, that propulsion systems are within acceptable
margins, and communications are good. For any flight critical emergency, the autopilot is
generally pre-configured to take action, at least notifying, but sometimes verifying actions
with the operator.The UAV and GCS will often have many built-in safety systems, largely
hidden from the user, that ensure good magnetometer, altitude, and GPS lock prior to
and during flight. Errors in these safety systems are reported to the user as audible and/or
visual alarms and may prevent flight or trigger automatic safety behaviours.

Though many UAS missions can be flown entirely automatically under observation, oper-
ators often break missions into automatic and manual segments. Many UAS, particularly
fixed wing, will allow manual mode operations. For rotor-craft, the operator controls only the
position, altitude, and orientation of an otherwise stable hovering vehicle. Fixed wing vehi-
cles, generally more intrinsically stable than rotor-craft, may use similar position/altitude
simplified control, but often permit direct actuator ‘stick-and-rudder’ control through a
dedicated hand controller on the GCS. In another form of manual mode, some commercial
rotor-craft can track and follow targets such as the base station GPS or using basic image
tracking.

6.5 Payload

Like the vehicle, payload control can be divided between the automatic pointing features
and the manual controls on the GCS. The user controls the payload principally through
viewpoint selection on the GCS map, image based feature selection, or steering joystick.
As mentioned earlier, many gimbals will automatically maintain the centre of the camera
frustum on the selected image point or can receive pointing instructions as GPS coordinates.

6.6 Landing

Like auto-takeoff, auto-land can be configured as part of the mission plan. Though operator
involvement during and after landing is often minimal at the GCS, proper airmanship (plan-
ning for wind direction, local obstacle clearance, radio visibility) prior to path execution
can significantly affect both safety and mission results—a truism for all phases of flight.
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6.7 Significance to Counter UAS
6.7.1 Strengths

GCS strengths include stand-off; portability; precision flight planning; monitoring, and con-
trol; and potential separation between pilot and payload duties.

Clearly, remote flight of any kind permits stand-off, however modern GCS provide sufficient
telemetry and, possibly, payload imagery that direct Line of Sight (LoS) to the vehicle is
often unnecessary and, for some scales, effectively impossible at a few hundred metres.
Other than communication range limits, these GCS provide effectively arbitrary standoff
to the intended objective.

GCS tools, combined with autopilot and navigation capability translate into precise, low
stress flight management that removes the necessity of both stick-and-rudder experience
and ded-reckoning navigation skills, together a source of pilot workload saturation and
pilot error. These technologies lower the training threshold to new pilots and more complex
missions.

Some GCS can separate payload operation from flight management over multiple ground
stations, further reducing workload and permitting better operator focus between two crew-
men. Indeed, in some cases, these stations need not be co-located.

6.7.2 Vulnerabilities

Compared to manned aircraft, GCS situational awareness is poor. Limited to narrow Field
of View (FOV) payload imagery, aircraft telemetry, and low resolution moving maps, UAS
pilots are generally unable to perform any real-time obstacle avoidance or emergency pro-
cedures and must rely on on-board systems for these roles.

FPV does permit some real-time manoeuvre but demands greater pilot training, skills, and
proficiency. Immersive goggles can provide lower resolution imagery, but pilot Situational
Awareness (SA) remains inferior to manned aircraft and, without rehearsal, will appear
irregular, indecisive, and cautious in complex terrain.

Smaller UAS often provide only short range standoff, particularly in complex environments
where obstacles are common, pilot SA may be poor, and GCS links may be weak. Obscured
satellite constellations and daily variation compromises GPS guided flight through complex
terrain and can lead to significant errors between the planned and actual tracks. Combined
with unreliable communications, the operator can quickly lose confidence in complex terrain.
This means GPS guided flights are more likely over terrain and FPV flight is more likely in
terrain. Selective jamming of video may prevent return of FPV imagery to a nearby GCS–
jamming is an attack against receivers not transmitters.
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7 UAS operations

DRDC’s experience in UAS operations, captured within SOP 2015-094, provides a good
outline of typical UAS operational considerations. Documented more formally than most
operators, DRDC nevertheless considers many common operational issues, some of which
are discussed in this section.

7.1 Crew Training and Roles

While small UAS training remains largely informal for recreational users, commercial and
military users will have some formal flight training. Formal training often includes broader
flight theory, weather, airspace, radio, emergency procedures and check-list discipline in
more regimented settings. Civilian training is usually limited to simple vehicle control,
meaning that most civil UAS users have a very limited grasp of general air operations,
airspace regulations, or understand the impact of weather, and few practice emergency
procedures.

Ideally, there should be one vehicle crew per aircraft, however under some conditions, multi-
ple vehicle crews may not be necessary (i.e. serial launch/recovery) and in future operations
multiple aircraft per pilot may become common. Crewmembers have many potential roles
including:

• Ground Crew: responsible for GCS/Site setup, vehicle rollout, fuelling, possibly vehicle
startup/shutdown, and repair.

• Control Station Operators: responsible for tele-operated or autonomous mode opera-
tion.

• Pilot in Command: responsible for the aircraft and is often the safety pilot or control
station operator.

• Payload Operators: responsible for vehicle borne payloads.

• Chase: responsible for pursuit and vehicle recovery.

• Spotters: additional situational awareness, particularly for obstacle avoidance and
traffic de-confliction, to the Pilot in Command .

Minimum personnel depend significantly on the aircraft size, type, autopilot, payload type
and flying environment (weather, air traffic, etc.). Any complexity in each of these areas will
likely require additional personnel. By definition highly autonomous vehicles should require
fewer personnel, but complex terrain and challenging flight control may require more.

In DRDC’s experience, small UAS often require less crew (and, under SOP 2015-094 are
governed by Small Aircraft Flight Exemptions or SAFEx) where only a pilot is required
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for small UAV flight. However, payload management, range estimation, and traffic de-
confliction can be extremely difficult for a lone operator, making at least one radio-linked
support crewman a typical addition.

7.1.1 Documentation Practice

Crew Operations: In general, manned vehicles have supporting documents, including a
pilot operators handbook (POH), composed of required check-lists that describe normal and
emergency operations (such as emergency power-off, recommended vehicle fire suppression
equipment and procedures). Unmanned vehicles are generally less well documented. How-
ever, professional crews will develop and practice common and vehicle-specific procedures
and check lists. Vehicle fuel and/or batteries are usually labelled. Similarly, the vehicle itself
may be placarded to prevent improper fuelling/charging or pinch/hot/strike zones.

Vehicle records: UAS usually create internal electronic flight logs on both vehicle and
GCS that, at minimum, document flight length, vehicle health, and other basic telemetry.
For commercial or military aircraft, external pilot logs may also be maintained that include
incidents, repairs, and maintenance of flight equipment, and ground stations. Unlike manned
aircraft operators, few civilian, non-commercial operators keep maintenance histories for
small UAS.

7.1.2 Launch and Recovery Site Considerations

Of the many possible explanations for the explosion of multi-rotor UAS, minimal launch
and recovery (L&R) infrastructure is rarely mentioned. Fixed wing aircraft require forward
speed, generally into the wind, for launch. This restricts the choice of launch sites and direc-
tions.13 In contrast, small rotor-craft and LTA require very little L&R infrastructure. Hover
and low speed transit capabilities mean that these craft can launch amidst obstacles. Some
smaller platforms can be launched and recovered by hand and do not require level/stable
surfaces. However, line of sight or FPV equipment is generally necessary for close proximity
navigation near or within structures. In close-proximity to structures, rotor craft down-wash
and surfaces can couple unpredictably including: Blown debris, unexpected ballooning (e.g.
ground effect), unexpected suction (e.g. wall effect), down-wash ingestion (i.e. loss of lift),
and combinations near inclined surfaces.

Further L&R considerations include site impact on flight sensor quality. When aircraft rely
on sensing (Radio command link, GPS, barometer, lidar, EO/IR imagers, magnetometer),
the aircrew must ensure that all sources of signal corruption are known, removed and/or
controlled (e.g. Radio Interference, GPS transparent structure, building pressure, sunlight,
heavy iron sources) within the Flight Zone. GPS shadowing (e.g. from structures or terrain)
and magnetic sources (e.g. concrete rebar or power lines) are common sources of corrupted
flight calibration.
13 DRDC SOP2015-094 discusses site considerations in greater detail.
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Table 3: A list of common failures, the UAS types in which they occur, the recovery
objective, the control, and the typical recovery procedure.

Failure Type Risk to... Objective Control Procedure
visual contact all traffic recover visual GCS go to location
payload link all mission recover link GCS go to location
control link all GCS control maintain control Autopilot go to location

magnetometer rw1 heading control save vehicle GCS descent/recovery
altimeter all altitude control save vehicle GCS descent/recovery

GPS all position control save vehicle Autopilot descent/recovery2

low fuel/battery all safe return save vehicle Autopilot descent/recovery
Engine/Motor all safe return controlled impact GCS descent/recovery

Servo fw3 vehicle control controlled impact R/C kill
Autopilot fault all vehicle control controlled impact R/C kill

Structural all vehicle integrity controlled impact R/C kill
1 Necessary for establishing orientation, magnetometer failures are often fatal for rotor craft, but are usually

benign for fixed wing that can derive heading from GPS velocity.
2 Operators often configure autopilots to descend immediately on GPS failure, though some autopilots can

be configured to maintain heading until recovery.
3 While not needed for multi-rotors, servo’s are required for main and tail rotor control of helicopters.

7.2 In-flight Procedures

Check lists are a central component of safe aviation practice, particularly for commercial
and military users, though non-commercial civilian or irregular operators are unlikely to
develop, maintain check lists or practice in-flight procedures. During high stress or emer-
gency situations, check lists can help ensure the best outcome. Key check lists are often
committed to memory and often include: Preflight, Start/Shutdown, Lift-Off, Hand-Off to
Autopilot, Hand-Off to Manual, Approach and Touch Down. Where applicable, check lists
often contain both Normal Procedures and Emergency Procedures sections.

In UAS operations, in-flight emergencies are rare but more frequent than manned aircraft,
more difficult to diagnose, and with fewer remedies. From the pilot’s perspective, UAS
operations are similar to manned IFR operations, an information impoverished environment,
but lacking other cockpit cues (e.g. sight, sound, smell, etc.). Flight surface failures that
might be picked up in a manned aircraft are extremely difficult to detect let alone correct
in unmanned flight. Most UAS autopilots cannot detect flight control failures.

Sometimes the remedy lies in immediate pilot action, in others the autopilot must be config-
ured to respond accordingly. In ascending order of urgency, the recovery objective, respon-
der, and recovery method are summarized in Table 3. As in manned aircraft, emergencies
can escalate over time, advancing down the list. For example, in manual remote control,
loss of visual contact can lead to lost link and return to LoC location to recover the link or,
if not, lead to fuel/battery exhaustion and an auto-landing. Response to emergencies may
differ depending on flight phase or location, for example low battery warnings on depar-
ture may be treated differently than in cruise. Similarly loss of command link may be only
problematic in some cases (at sea) and an emergency in others(in urban areas).
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Input or configuration errors such as a bad waypoint, control gains, or calibration are a
form of delayed pilot error. Since these do not render the autopilot inert and do not trigger
an autopilot Kill, they often require immediate, manual intervention.

Profound software or hardware faults that completely disable the autopilot usually trigger
an automatic vehicle kill. If airborne, the aircraft will likely be lost.

7.3 Flight Limitations
7.3.1 Wind Effects

Winds are caused by air moving from high pressure to low pressure regions that can occur
over large weather systems and through local pressure, temperature, or weather events (e.g.
storm cells).

For aircraft, constant wind effects are significant only for manoeuvres with respect to the
surface such as take-off, navigation to surface areas, and landings. Transient effects such as
turbulence or wind sheer can degrade vehicle stability.

Surface winds that exceed a vehicle’s maximum flight speed will reduce the vehicle’s upwind
progress and improve downwind ground speeds. Since drag forces rise quadratically with
airspeed, greater power will be needed on upwind legs and endurance reduced if ground
speed is maintained.

From the surface to 100m is considered the surface layer of the atmospheric boundary layer,
a transition region from zero wind speed at the surface to some free-stream velocity at high
altitude and is empirically described by the Log Wind Profile equation that uses surface
roughness and wind stability to estimate winds at altitude. However when roughness and
stability are not available a simpler Wind Profile Power law can approximate winds, u, at
altitude, z given winds,ur, at upper elevations zr:

u

ur
=
(
z

zr

)α
(11)

in neutrally stable conditions (i.e. continuous wind) α ≈ 1
7 , to create the “1

7 Power law”.
However rough terrain (structures, trees, etc.) can render this rule unusable.

Though there are many causes, turbulence arises from an exchange of momentum between
adjacent airstreams or objects. However, mechanical turbulence, updrafts and downdrafts
are most relevant to UAS since these can cause in-flight upsets at low altitudes. Mechanical
turbulence occurs when sustained winds flow over and through stationary surface features,
creating vortex structures at many scales and strengths. Effects will vary from short-lived
or periodic vortex-shedding ’gusts’ that float downwind to stationary, sustained horizontal
or vertical vortex or tornado-like structures. Such incidents generally occur at or below the
height of obstructing surface features making flight in complex terrain difficult in high wind
conditions. Updrafts and downdrafts can occur from mechanical sources (e.g. terrain) but
most often describe atmospheric thermal convection.
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7.3.2 Thermal Effects

Temperature conditions due to weather and altitude impact aircraft in a number of ways
related to temperature effects on air density, humidity, viscosity, elasticity, electro-chemistry.

Air density

Lift is inversely proportional to atmospheric temperature. Rearranging Boyles Law where
P , V , and Rd are Pressure, Volume, and atmospheric gas constant respectively and T is
Temperature (all in SI Units):

ρ = PV

RdT
(12)

and rearranging equation 1 for Lift and substituting ρ

Fl = PV

2RdT
ClAv

2 (13)

Fl ∝
1
T

(14)

So lift improves as temperature falls.

Density also affects combustion by altering the fuel-air ratio in internal combustion engines.
Without altering the fuel flow, higher temperature intake air will lead to lower oxygen
concentrations, ‘rich’ fuel-air mixtures, and reduced power.

Similarly, convection cooling of radiator equipment and cooling fins degrades with lower air
density.

Atmospheric motion

Surface temperature gradients will create differences in local air pressure, leading to large
scale air circulation such as thermal, catabatic or anabatic winds. Thermals are rising (or
falling) streams of air driven by warm (or cold) surface features such as pavement (or water
bodies) commonly known as updrafts (or downdrafts). Similarly Catabatic winds carry
high density cool air from upper terrain down into lower regions, while anabatic winds
carry warm low density air from lower regions up into higher terrain.

Atmospheric Water Vapour

Condensation can occur when the temperature descends below the dew point, leading to
atmospheric fog, rain, and, in colder temperatures, snow. Condensation as liquid water
within aircraft can lead to short circuits in unprotected electrical components and corrosion
in metallic parts.14

14 particularly in marine environments where atmospheric salt water vapour can exacerbate corrosion chem-
istry.
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Most commercial UAS are not weather hardened and can only operate in light rain. Fixed
wing UAS rely on pitot-static systems that can become blocked in rain, usually leading to
miscalculated airspeed, altitude, and loss of control.

Frost, occurs when surface temperatures drop further and, if cold enough, seeds crystal
growth15 Frost can dramatically reduce lift and must be removed before flight, but does
not usually accumulate in flight.

Structural Icing occurs when liquid water droplets, super-cooled to below 0◦C, freeze on
contact with cold structures. Icing occurs within clouds, usually within −10 ◦, and at high
relative humidity, though clouds alone do not guarantee icing conditions.

Ice accumulation rates depend on many factors [31] such as droplet size and contact surface
radius. Rapidly freezing droplets trap air within opaque rime ice and slower freezing pro-
duces clear ice .In general larger drops on small radii surfaces have high the accumulation
rates (e.g. 2.5cm of clear ice in 15 minutes [31]). Ice deposition threatens all aircraft by:

1. Visibility. contaminating optical surfaces to obscure visibility.
2. Aerodynamic performance. Accumulating on wings, propellors, rotors, and blades

leading to catastrophic reduction in lift and thrust, while increasing weight and drag.
3. Weight and balance. changing the vehicle’s centre of lift and/or gravity, leading to

catastrophic reduction in control and/or engine balance.
4. Structure. damaging structures when shed, leading to mechanical failure (e.g. ice

shedding into turbines, rotor blades shedding within the rotor disc).
5. Pitot-static Systems. blocking barometric dynamic pressure ports and produce

false airspeed readings (e.g. Air France 447 [32])

In general, unmanned aircraft do not fly into known icing conditions and are unlikely to
have either de-icing equipment or de-icing sensors [33]. In manned aviation, flight into known
icing conditions can be managed by rapidly ascending/descending through a predicted icing
layer and de-icing. During inadvertent icing, pilots detect icing through changes in aircraft’s
cockpit visibility, sound, and feel. De-icing systems prevent accumulation by either chemi-
cally lowering the freezing point, mechanically displacing leading edges, or using resistance
or exhaust heating to raise surface temperatures. UAV’s are unlikely to carry sufficient fluid
or generate enough heat (100’s of watts) through resistance or exhaust systems to de-ice
large areas over prolonged periods.

Carburettor Icing is found only in carburetted IC engines that intake air through a venturi
that drops the air pressure and draws fuel into the airstream. Venturi’s also produce a
throttling effect16 that rapidly lowers the intake air temperature and, combined with humid
cool intake air, can trigger ice accumulation within the venturi throat. Eventually, the
15 Surfaces frozen during descent through cold air will trigger frost deposition in warm humid air on the
surface. Similarly night-time clear-sky radiation cooling of exposed surfaces will trigger frost development
in cold humid air.
16 more accurately known as the Joule-Thomson effect.
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accumulation will reduce the fuel and air reaching the engine leadint to power loss. Manned
aviation engines have exhaust-driven carburettor heat options to warm intake air. Piston
driven UAS rarely have carburettor de-icing equipment.

Fluid Viscosity

Lubricants may experience viscosity changes and, therefore, coupling friction (such as mo-
tor bearings) may increase. Though electric UAV’s flight motors are usually direct drive,
small servos may use gear trains to amplify stroke length and may be unable to combat
stiffened/seized gear trains in cold conditions. With many moving parts, IC engines will
suffer cold weather lubricant effects. Curry et al. [33] modified a carburetted piston engine
Aerosonde to operate in extreme conditions, including the redesign of lubrication system to
eliminate problems with cold engine oil and freezing condensation on the oil lines. Moreover,
dissolved water in fuel can produce ice crystals that block fuel lines [33].

Elasticity

Material can become brittle, inelastic, shrink and distort with cold temperatures, potentially
damaging components or altering loads on surrounding structures. Visco-elastic materials,
such as rubber and a number of plastic and silicone compounds, become less elastic and will
deform/rebound less easily than in warmer conditions, leading to leaking/broken gaskets in
fuel or lubricant systems.

Electro-chemistry

Cold temperatures will slow electro-chemical reactions. This may directly reduce total bat-
tery charge, shorten endurance, and increase battery charging times. Batteries will discharge
more slowly in cold storage. However DRDC’s experience using the Aeryon Scout (an electric
quadrotor) has shown that, depending on the initial battery charge and temperature, high
current draw-down on batteries can keep batteries warm in flight, suggesting pre-warmed
batteries can limit cold immersion effects in flight.

7.3.3 Visibility

Visibility is often a legal condition of flight for commercial and military UAS and is intended
to ensure that, in the worst case, both UAS and manned aircraft pilots have the ability to
maintain traffic separation. Most systems are permitted to fly only in Visual Meteorological
Conditions (VMC). VMC conditions in uncontrolled airspace below 1000 feet require 1 mile
(1.6km) visibility and, in controlled airspace, at least 3 miles (5km).

However, Wright’s 1966 experiments [34] tested trained human observers for their ability
to detect and recognize manned target aircraft from the ground. The mean detection and
recognition of a 15m long F100 fighter aircraft occurred at approximately 9000m and 2000m
respectively in ideal conditions. Using equivalent angular diameter, an aircraft must be
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almost 3m long to be detectable and 12m long to be recognizable at 1.6km, the VMC
limit for uncontrolled airspace. This demonstrates that the VMC requirement is designed
to ensure UAS pilots can see and avoid manned aircraft and not for manned aircraft to
detect UAS.

Wright’s experiments reinforce DRDC’s field experience that suggests small UAS control us-
ing R/C hand controllers becomes difficult beyond 4-500m. Again using Wright’s results and
equivalent angular diameter, the detection and recognition of a 0.50m DJI Phantom would
occur at approximately 300m and 70m respectively. Unlike fixed wing aircraft, where head-
ing, flight direction, and vehicle profile are coupled, multi-rotor axisymmetry and spider-like
structure hampers R/C manual control at long range.

Atmospheric and ambient lighting conditions will further erode an observer’s ability to
establish heading, altitude, and position.

Point of View

Third person or observer view becomes unworkable for vehicle control as range increases.
Beyond the recognition range limit, complex manoeuvres can only be accomplished through
either pre-programmed flight or first-person view.

FPV offers no real benefit over pre-programmed flight in clear-air transit. However, in close
proximity to structures or vegetation FPV provides the pilot superior range estimation to
nearby surfaces, but at the cost of broader airspace awareness.

7.4 Significance to Counter UAS

While UAS technologies have produced remarkably compact, capable platforms, human
operators must adapt these tools for practical use. The tools, tactics, and procedures sur-
rounding this equipment provides both capability and constraint.

7.4.1 Strengths

Features of modern COTS UAS mean low-experience operators can execute relatively simple
missions with little or no formal training. With UAS simple to control and low regulatory
barriers, small UAS flights can occur spontaneously with little notification or planning.
In particular, the popularity and engineering polish of multi-rotor cameras has resulted in
greatly simplified Launch and Recovery (L&R) considerations with essentially autonomous
launch and recovery.

Similarly, in-flight procedures have diminished to essentially FPV operation with some
minor GCS monitoring with poor SA. Emergency recovery is mostly automated and limited
to LoC, LoG, and low battery/fuel processes on board the vehicle.
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7.4.2 Vulnerabilities

Most operators have little flight training and will use predictable conservative flight strate-
gies. However, many operators will have poor airmanship, flight management, and decision
making with respect to regulations, airspace, communications, and weather limits.

COTS GCS design encourages FPV flight for flight in close proximity to obstacles. However
FPV is only a partial solution to poor operator SA. The camera’s narrow FOV, dependence
on vehicle yaw for camera yaw, and inaccurate altimetry, can quickly disorient FPV op-
erators. Moreover, new operators are often confused by autopilot modes and do not fully
understand safety or emergency response systems.

Indoors or outdoors, first person or observer operator, poor SA means visual obscurants
or physical obstructions can be used to shape airspace intrusion attempts away from the
target and towards other countermeasures.

COTS UAS are fair weather aircraft and few can fly in high wind or high precipitation
conditions. None can fly in icing conditions. The likelihood of UAS intrusions will certainly
drop in poor weather conditions, particularly high winds, snow, rain, or very low ceiling.

Consideration and preparation for countermeasure effects are essential to ensure that an
intruder’s emergency protocols can execute safely and not exacerbate the intrusion risk.
For example, an intruder should be GPS-jammed over open, clear terrain since normal LoG
procedures are to descend immediately. Similarly, since UAS LoC procedures may involve
return to home at a current or some fixed maximum altitude, communications jamming
should occur away from obstructing terrain. Though safe vehicle configuration is the op-
erator’s responsibility, countermeasure planning must take the vehicle’s likely operational
response and consequences into account.
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8 Emerging Capabilities

While photography and videography dominate commercial and military UAS use, new
capabilities promise to greatly change their utility and add to their autonomous navigation
capabilities.

8.1 Indoor flight

DJI, Parrot and other manufacturers leveraged research into GPS-denied flight to create
position hold and indoor ‘visual odometry’ techniques.

Position hold and Visual Odometry software exploits recent developments in image process-
ing to extract, track, and geo-locate image features in image sets to produce an estimate of
relative vehicle motion.

A variety of algorithms are available to scan images for features or pixel patterns that
are invariant (i.e. do not change) from image to image. If a camera moves and such that
subsequent images overlap, these invariant features will move with respect to the camera and
the relative location of these features can be computed. In any given image pair, dozens (if
not hundreds) of features may be tracked by such algorithms, each feature with a computed
position.

Simplified versions of such algorithms [35] can produce real-time estimates of velocity and,
therefore, can be used as input to basic odometry position estimation systems. In the DJI
and 3DRobotics system, one or more downward pointing cameras at up to 3m altitude
acts like a mechanical odometer, providing a rudimentary indoor position hold capability
and roughly measuring heading and distance travelled. Odometry measures total distance
travelled by accumulating small distance measurements (e.g. like counting wheel rotations
of a car). Like all odometry, however, error will accumulate over distance and time (e.g.
for a car: due to tire and surface compliance and irregularities), meaning that long indoor
routes will not be accurately measured.

Given the improvements in simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM), indoor nav-
igation will likely add absolute map based techniques to odometry methods – becoming
comparable to or exceeding GPS-based navigation in precision and repeatability.

8.1.1 Vulnerabilities

Indoor ’visual odometry’ systems are extremely reliant on textured surfaces to estimate
motion. Despite the promise of indoor flight, many indoor environments have smooth un-
textured walls and repeating texture floors which will confuse or navigation performance.
As mentioned earlier, the addition of obstructions and obscurants will further undermine
indoor systems based exclusively on visual odometry.
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Attacking the navigation sensor would include sensor blinding through bright high intensity
lighting or lasers.

8.2 Obstacle Avoidance

DJI introduced rudimentary obstacle avoidance in the DJI Phantom Pro and Mavic Pro[36]
using optical flow, an image based technique, to prevent collisions.

While an important first step, useful avoidance behaviour must navigate around obstacles,
not merely brake to avoid collision. This requires fore-knowledge (through sensing or maps)
of oncoming obstacle fields and subsequent manoeuvre planning. Obstacle sensing must
contend with real-world indoor and outdoor conditions such as vastly changing light levels
and a dynamic moving sensor platform. Moreover, obstacle avoidance at high speed must
compensate for vehicle dynamics using tools such as pre-turns, braking, and banking –
all in three dimensions. Together this becomes a uniquely difficult sensing and computing
problem that must be solved in real-time on a small vehicle. Over the last decade, real-time
dynamic path planning through obstacle fields has moved from the lab [37] using off-board
sensing and computing and only recently becoming a limited on-board capability [38] in the
lab.

As LIDAR and RADAR shrink in size and cost to meet demands from driverless car manu-
facturers, considerable improvement in indoor navigation and mapping should be expected.

Indeed between the introduction of the first station keeping commercial drone, the AR
Parrot(2010), to the release of DJI Mavic Pro(2017), DJI Mavic Air(2018), and Skydio
R1(2018), station keeping, collision avoidance, and obstacle avoidance planning capability
has grown dramatically with the number of navigation cameras, from 1 to 2, to 5, and to 12
respectively—largely due to the introduction of GPU processing and cheap high resolution
imaging.

8.2.1 Vulnerabilities

Passive visual and active sensors used for obstacle avoidance have unique drawbacks. As
mentioned earlier, visual systems (as found in the DJI or Skydio) rely on SLAM-like algo-
rithms for both motion estimation and obstacle detection and avoidance and are vulnerable
to visual confusion. Active sensors, such as LIDAR and RADAR can be detected, tracked,
jammed, or confused (though LIDAR spoofing remains primitive).

8.3 Automated photo-survey

More elaborate, off-line sensing software similar to optical flow described above can produce
point cloud terrain maps much like LIDAR (e.g. [39, 40]). Combined with auto-grid path
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planning tools, these tools can become a rapid method of surveying large regions to produce
both orthomosaic17 and three dimensional terrain [41].

These algorithms have some weaknesses, however. Image features typically arise from varia-
tions in pixel colour and intensity. Therefore, slowly changing colours, low contrast (eg. dim
or saturated) images can have relatively few features. Yet some environments suffer from
these very problems, specifically water, snow, and sand. Indeed, any image set with fine,
time-varying, or nonexistent textures such as grassland, snowfields, or large bodies of water
can pose problems for feature or texture based algorithms. Since these algorithms attempt
to tie overlapping images together, any region with poor overlap coverage or sudden changes
may be prone to computational irregularities that can upset the position estimate.

Over the last decade, these techniques have transformed small, recreational UAS into useful
surveying tools for industry and agriculture. In the next decade, these techniques may
evolve from batch-wise processing to a SLAM architecture, with both pipeline-continuous
processing and loop closure. Since image-based techniques can suffer from odometry-like
accumulation of position error, the ability to detect and correct accumulated errors in a
process pipeline (e.g. when closing a loop) will be essential. It seems likely that photo-survey
and GPS-denied methods will converge into an airborne SLAM architecture based on EO,
LIDAR, and RADAR (e.g. PicoSAR).

8.3.1 Vulnerabilities

Based on similar technology to SLAM and visual odometry, automated photo survey will
have similar vulnerabilities to poorly textured environments, smoke or fog. However, LIDAR
based survey systems, such as Defence Research and Development Canada (DRDC)’s gps-
denied PointMatch system will be largely immune to these optical SLAM texture errors.

8.4 Auto-target tracking

Similar to feature extraction techniques in both optical flow and mapping, features can be
used to crudely identify target image patches for automated target tracking and following.
With the growth of small multi-rotor UAVs as camera platforms, significant interest in
mobile video has driven the development of target tracking capabilities in camera drones.
Again, DJI has developed vision based target tracking that can centre the camera and follow
a highlighted object either in formation at a constant altitude and relative offset, in path
following, or in profile [36].

New techniques in Machine Learning (ML) can exploit neural networks to track targets—
the Skydio R1 uses a hybrid of ML and traditional path planning/obstacle avoidance to
follow a human or vehicle while avoiding obstacles. The manufacturer must ‘train’ the neural
network on a large, representative data set that captures typical target variations (colour,
size, orientation, etc.), the controller will use the target’s bearing, speed, range, and heading
17 Orthographically corrected image mosaics.
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and a model of the nearby obstacle field to compute a desired vehicle speed and heading.
DJI employs similar tracking schemes for the Phantom, Mavic, and Spark products.

Given the potential growth in small sensing (e.g. radiation sensing, particle sensing, etc.),
target tracking may evolve from purely EO to include other exotic sensor classes—all of
which could use ML or other Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods.

8.4.1 Vulnerabilities

Current ML systems, particularly at the scale, resolution, and range common in UAS tar-
get tracking, have relatively poor discrimination capabilities and are generally unable to
distinguish between like individual human or vehicle targets other than by kinematics or
gross visual features. This may change as zoom stabilization, resolution, and tracking al-
gorithms improve on these small platforms. As these systems converge to levels of human
performance they will be subject to similar camouflage and obscurant countermeasures.

8.5 Racing Drones

Capable of dynamic flight at small scales, quadrotor or ‘drone’ racing has developed into
a sport [42]. The growth and improvement in low latency FPV video transmitters and
miniature stabilization controllers have made these competitions possible. These vehicles
are generally small, approximately 500g, and have endurance less than 10min. However,
racers can achieve speeds of 100km/h, faster than any other unmanned vehicle below 30m
AGL. If the sport continues to grow, technical improvements may transform FPV from
a fringe sport to a mainstream method of UAS control, particularly if encrypted digital
video becomes possible.Interestingly some early work has shown ML Racing systems can
be trained to beat human pilots.

Combining FPV with on-board, high speed obstacle avoidance that allows for greater lag
in telemetry links may provide a manned-unmanned hybrid capable of extreme manoeuvres
even in cluttered, unfamiliar environments.

8.5.1 Vulnerabilities

Current FPV systems depend on communications for manoeuvre and, therefore, these sys-
tems will be vulnerable to jamming for the foreseeable future. In general, pilots must practice
courses to prepare for high speed runs meaning changes to the environment (e.g., changing
or moving obstacles) can radically degrade FPV piloting. However, the Skydio R1 may
herald the development of high speed flight through an arbitrary obstacle field. If so, jam-
ming may become ineffective and optical countermeasures such as camouflage, traps, or
obscurants may be a last resort.
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8.6 Large scale swarming

Coordination of UAS swarms can be achieved either through a point-to-point goal trans-
mission to each swarm member where each vehicle receives a unique tasking from a GCS or
a broadcast global goal assignment to the swarm where the swarm assigns tasking to each
member. In the former case, each vehicle gets either a time or frequency bandwidth slice
to communicate with the central controller and a piece of the overall goal. In the latter,
distributing goal objectives falls to the swarm itself which could be either a one-to-many
negotiation (again through a time or frequency slice) or, perhaps, an emergent task fulfil-
ment process where the goal is achieved through the interaction of vehicles’ local behaviours
using their local sensing.

Academic and industrial research groups demonstrated large UAS swarms in 2016 [43, 44,
45, 46]. Project Perdix [43, 44] demonstrated airdrop of 103 sub-kilo fixed wing UAS from an
F-18 delivery vehicle and the in-flight coordination during simple missions. These vehicles
used a 1-to-many distributed control model where local collision and formation keeping was
performed on each vehicle. It is not clear how inter-vehicle communications were achieved.

In [46], Intel describes its centralized GCS architecture that permitted the control of 500
quadrotors from a single GCS in an entertainment display. In a similar project, Ehang
describes [45] the system used in a 1000 vehicle Lantern Festival celebration in Guangzhou.
Here, too, a single GCS controlled a flight of quadrotors in a night-time light display.

Unlike the Intel and Ehang displays, the Perdix Project recognizes that large scale swarms
may become difficult to control through traditional control architectures, particularly in
contested environments where RF bandwidth must be conserved. Perdix appears to rely on
local control to ensure separation of aircraft and only loosely tasks vehicles along a flight
path.

Large scale swarms provide mission capabilities that would be inaccessible to a lone platform
through scale effects. Compared to manned vehicles or large UAS, swarms compensate for
comparatively:

• modest performance (speed/endurance) in large area missions, such as survey and
search through physically distributed effects.

• small payload, as in the case of swarming munitions, through distribution of payload
and combined effect.
• fragile design (poor communication, structural weakness, vulnerability to countermea-

sures) through saturating and redundant effects.

8.6.1 Vulnerabilities

As a new concept, swarming UAS vulnerabilities remain largely unknown. However, likely
weaknesses include typical small UAS vulnerabilities and:

• centralized tasking sustained by GCS-to-swarm networked communications.
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• decentralized task distribution/negotiation sustained by intra-swarm networked com-
munications.

• passive intra-vehicle sensing needed to sustain formation keeping and passive decen-
tralized task coordination.

RF jamming could seriously disrupt any control system that communicates individual goals
to swarm members. Sensing countermeasures (obscurants, blinding, complex terrain, etc.)
could be effective against sensor-driven swarms.

8.7 Improvised Use in Combat

Regular forces are accustomed to using medium altitude long endurance (MALE) UAS
or small UAS with fast air or artillery for weapons delivery. However, the proliferation of
COTS UAS platforms and components means irregular forces can achieve similar, albeit
lower precision effects. In addition to improvised explosive payloads described earlier, new
tactics exploiting small ISR UAS continue to evolve.

8.7.1 Coordination with Artillery

Karber [47] describes the application of multiple UAS types with Artillery in Ukraine:

The surprising thing about the Russian use of drones is not in the mix of ve-
hicles themselves or their unique characteristics, but rather in their ability to
combine multiple sensing platforms into a real-time targeting system for massed,
not precision, fire strikes. There are three critical components to the Russian
method: the sensor platforms which are often used at multiple altitudes over
the same target with complimentary imaging; a command-and-control system,
which nets their input and delivers a strike order; and, an on-call ground-based
delivery system which can produce strikes within short order.

8.7.2 Coordination with IED

ISIS video [24] appears to show multiple VBIED (vehicle borne improvised explosive device)
attacks. It is not clear from the video whether the UAS was placed to observe the attack
by a forward controller, or guided the attack in coordination with VBIED operators.

Still another segment in this video [24] seems to show an improvised ordinance drop as
distraction during VBIED attack. The attack appears coordinated to push surface traffic
towards the oncoming VBIED.

8.7.3 Vulnerabilities

Coordination with Artillery and IED are both vulnerable to communications, since these
are traditional ISR roles. Though target survey could be performed autonomously without
communications, adjusting fire requires a live feed.
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In general, stabilized imagers on consumer grade UAS are found only on multi-rotors and,
therefore, provide instant ISR capabilities. With a relatively short endurance, multi-rotors
offer stabilized imagery coupled to flexible gimbal pointing. Consumer fixed wing rarely
have this capability despite an arguably longer, more useful endurance. Shorter endurance
means multi-rotors will not operate far from the ground control station, making GCS and
payload jamming more effective.
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9 Discussion

One objective of this paper is identify representative targets for the Civil counter-UAS
problem. As noted within Palmer’s review[8] of the TTCP UAS Database, the diversity and
capability of fixed wing alone is enormous. More disruptive still, the sudden rise of consumer
multi-rotors with state-of-the-art EO capability since Palmer’s review demonstrates the lag
CUAS assessments suffer against industrial innovation.

Nevertheless, representative targets are necessary to simplify discussions around red sce-
narios and blue countermeasures. The following will overview some typical systems or roles
that are may be encountered today and provide some insight into how such systems might
evolve tomorrow.

9.1 Representative Targets

The selection of military and COTS small UAS is vast and presents the countermeasures
community with great difficulty. What vehicles are most common? What is the worst case?
What is the most likely? These questions cannot be easily answered. However, there are
broad categories and industry leaders that may be representative.

9.1.1 Fixed Wing

The Skywalker X8, Parrot Disco, and eBee Sensefly are a fair sampling of large, medium,
and small fixed wing. Comparatively, fixed wing are less popular than quadrotors in the
consumer market, particularly at larger scales, as pilot skill and launch requirements grow
with speed and size. However, fixed wings typically offer better endurance, speed, and
altitude than similar scaled rotorcraft.

The X8 has proven popular in both Ukrainian and Syrian theatres, apparently for the same
reasons the airframe is popular amongst hobbyists: the X8 is inexpensive, performs well,
and can be hand-launched. However, the X8 requires assembly and component selection,
limiting the market to experienced users.

The Disco is relatively new, but incorporates many features of both FPV flight and modern
consumer GCS capability into a COTS package. Early reviews indicate the vehicle is simple
to fly and, like the Skywalker, can be hand-launched. The Disco is complete and ready-to-fly
and requires little to no pilot training to operate safely.

The Sensefly is a proven industrial UAS that also incorporates modern consumer GCS
capability into a a polished Survey platform. Though the smallest fixed wing, here, the
Sensefly is a popular fixed wing survey platform, providing larger and faster area coverage
than similar quadrotors used for geo-survey.
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Table 4: Generic Fixed Wing Target
NATO Class I Mini Micro
Typical Operator Civ Civ Civ
Manufacturer Skywalker Parrot eBee
Model X81 Disco2 Sensefly3

Production DIY COTS COTS
Type Pusher Flying Wing
Wingspan (cm) 212 115 96
Max. AUW (g) 3200 500 690
Endurance (min) <90 45 40
Comms Range(m) 5-10km4 1500 3000
Anecdotal Max Range (km) <1005 unknown unknown
Max. Speed (m/s) 20 22 12
Typical Altitude(m) <500 <300 <300
Service Ceiling (m) 6000 unknown unknown
1 https://hobbyking.com/media/file/137581021X505833X17.pdf
2 https://www.parrot.com/us/drones/parrot-disco-fpv
3 https://www.sensefly.com/fileadmin/user_up-

load/sensefly/documents/brochures/eBee_RTK_en.pdf
4 Anecdotal 40 kilometre flights, https://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?1423294-

FPV-Distance-Records-By-Airframe.
5 http://diydrones.com/group/x8/forum/topics/x8-distance-endurance-

records

9.1.2 Quadrotors

The most popular manufacturers of UAS as of 2017 are DJI (Phantom series) and Par-
rot(Bebop and AR Drone), though many manufacturers continue to appear. By some esti-
mates [48], DJI has approximately 70% market share in China alone. With the adoption of
quadrotors by media and security forces larger platforms, such as the Aeryon Skyranger will
become more common. However, the growth of FPV racing also suggests that this smaller
class may pose a new security problem. At the smallest end, the unique Proxdynamics PD-
100 is a good example of future security UAS for very short range low altitude tasking that,
too, may become more widely available.

The Aeryon Skyranger demonstrates the scale necessary for efficient, long endurance flight.
The outstanding features of the Skyranger are endurance and design robustness. Capable
of 45 minute missions in strong winds and rain, the Skyranger is uniquely suited to security
missions.

Dominating the market, the DJI Phantom line has evolved into a reliable, easy-to-use, 4K
video platform. For most users, both the ground control station and 30 minute endurance
provide ample capability for typical missions – usually low altitude, low speed videography,
performed over short range.

In contrast to the previous COTS/MOTS systems, the DIY Walkera Runner 250 has the
distinction of being a flexible, lightweight foundation for FPV users. Though
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Table 5: Representative Rotor Craft Targets
NATO Class I Mini Micro Sub-Micro
Typical Operator Mil Civ Civ Mil
Manufacturer Aeryon DJI Walkera Proxdynamics
Model Skyranger1 Phantom 42 Runner 250(R)3 PD-1004

Production MOTS COTS DIY MOTS
Type Quadrotor Quadrotor Quadrotor Helicopter
Diagonal Size (mm) 1000 350 300 200
Weight/Max AUW (g) 3000/5000 1380/1800 446 18
Endurance (min) 45 28 7.5 25
Comms Range (km) 5 5 1 1.6
Max. Speed (m/s) 20 20 11 5
Typical Altitude(m) <500 <30 <30 <20
Service Ceiling (m) 5000 6000 unknown unknown
1 https://www.aeryon.com/wpp/wp-content/files/brochures/Aeryon-SkyRanger-Brochure.pdf
2 https://www.dji.com/phantom-4/info
3 http://www.walkera.com/index.php/Goods/canshu/id/26.html
4 http://www.proxdynamics.com/products/pd-100-black-hornet-prs

9.2 Representative Vulnerabilities

Common vulnerabilities for these representative systems include:

Communications: Though Do-It-Yourself (DIY) system frequency choice is less predictable
than COTS, most UAS use control and data links in 2.4 or 5.8GHz bands. Both COTS and
DIY autopilots are vulnerable to LoG and LoC.

Flight Control: When operating at or near beyond visual line-of-sight (BVLOS) range, pilots
and spotters using R/C control are vulnerable to loss of SA. If communications jam GPS,
most autopilot controlled aircraft will orbit or hover to recover GPS and, if unsuccessful,
descend in place. With loss of the datalink, most autopilot controlled vehicles will follow a
LoC waypoint route, often chosen near or toward the GCS location.

GCS: Ground control stations for COTS and some DIY systems are a mix of map-based and
FPV control, often supplemented by either physical or screen-based ’sticks’. Stick control
for fixed wing remains the traditional RPY pilot inputs, while rotor wing appear to support
translation/rotation semantics coupled to stabilizing controllers. Map-based systems are
sensitive to mapping and GPS errors, making map control a poor choice near terrain or
structures. Narrow FOV, lack of stereo imaging, and poor vehicle awareness contribute
make pilot vulnerable in complex terrain often slowing or climbing to avoid obstacles. This
will change rapidly as obstacle avoidance sensing becomes commonplace.

Power and Avionics: The market direction has shifted towards electric power in both fixed
and rotor wing COTS aircraft at this scale, but IC remains credible choice for longer range
fixed wing applications. By selecting electric fixed wing power-trains, the list assumes the
threat of near silent operations is greater than very long range/endurance operations.
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Structure: COTS foam/plastic/carbon-fiber structures. Relative to manned aircraft, these
systems are often over-built, meaning typical collisions do not result in catastrophic loss
of vehicle. However, in absolute terms, these vehicles are relatively fragile and can suffer
catastrophic upset/damage when exposed to forces typical of manned aircraft.

Performance: The list captures the typical range of speed, endurance, and operational limits.
Most electric rotorcraft have short endurance, operating between 15-45 minutes while fixed
wing may approach 90 minutes – somewhat proportional to scale with smaller aircraft
exhibiting shorter endurance. Speeds vary considerably among rotor craft and, again, is
loosely proportional to scale, typically not exceeding 20m/s (72km/h). However, speed
stresses pilot SA and exacerbates the dangers of complex terrain. Airspeed is always non-
zero for fixed wing and turning radii influence manoeuvres, both raising the difficulty of
flight in complex terrain.

Vehicle size, endurance, speed, and payload represent a trade space that, at one extreme,
can produce large long range craft with large payloads that fly simple routes above terrain
and, in the process, become more vulnerable to traditional air defence. At the other extreme,
small, short range craft with small payloads must fly complex routes in terrain but are less
visible to air defence.
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10 Conclusions

This report has briefly over-viewed the key technologies of unmanned air systems and has
not attempted an exhaustive study of each component, realizing that the area is changing
rapidly, driven by commercial and military pressures.

From the CUAS standpoint, the reader should retain some key observations.

10.1 Consumer Driven Innovation

The Small Unmanned Air System (SUAS) category, typically less than 1kg in total mass,
is subject to vigorous consumer market forces and will change to reflect demand. While
all SUAS benefit from mobile phone innovations, consumer SUAS, in particular, appear
blend mobile phone and action-camera (e.g. GoPro) markets that may drive competition
and innovation at a faster rate than typical equipment. As a consequence, composition of
current equipment should be used cautiously as a foundation for future countermeasures.

10.2 Unmanned aircraft are not Manned

Though obvious, the fact that unmanned aircraft are not manned deserves emphasis par-
ticularly since the implications of crewless craft continue to surprise observers and are not
fully understood. Manned crews provide essential qualities that still surpass UAS capabil-
ities, but manned crews place unique design, cost, ethical, and operational restrictions on
aircraft performance and mission type. Free of these restrictions, unmanned operations can
appear both familiar and surprising.

The first wave of military and commercial UAS applications have been familiar, albeit
smaller scale versions of manned missions such as airborne surveillance or ground strike.
Yet there are signs (eg. swarming, visual auto-tracking) that new capabilities packed into
small, disposable platforms may lead to new missions unlike any manned equivalent (e.g.
swarming survey, mass precision strike, personnel search and track).

Arguments supporting UAS adoption have evolved from comparing costs and aircrews size
as chief benefits to aircrew flexibility. After years of operations, UAS cost and crew effi-
ciency arguments can seem facile— as often true as not. While reduced vehicle size, larger
payload fraction, shifted weight and balance, little armour, less fuel consumption, and no
life support (oxygen or pressurization) overhead are important. However, less exhaustive
aircrew training and variable composition are growing in significance. UAS can have diverse,
variable manned crews at any scale at any time during the mission, often with specialist
(e.g. legal, intelligence, etc.) elements.

Operationally, UAS are not constrained by human limits such as G-limits, endurance, roll-
rates, or shock. Some manned missions, such as air-to-air combat or very long endurance
flight are limited by human biology and, ultimately, the desire to preserve the pilot’s life
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and health. Yet, UAS loss or capture does not18 pose the same risks to life and security as
lost or captured aircrew. The lack of casualties and low risk to intelligence both reduce the
political risk compared to manned missions.

Perhaps most importantly, future UAS will expand the combat aviation envelope when they
can navigate without GPS or high speed data links. Obstacle avoidance and path planning
through terrain limit UAS missions to unobstructed and usually higher altitude airspace.
With EO based navigation, low altitude missions amongst terrain, vegetation, and building
interiors will be possible and create new mission types such as close proximity surveil-
lance and search; perching systems; precision munitions for complex terrain; deployment
from moving unprepared ship, submarine, land, and air vehicles and at scales considered
impractical or impossible in the past.

However, manned aircraft are manned. For all the benefits of UAS, manned missions are
more flexible in the face of in-flight emergencies with greater awareness of environment and
ability to act on the aircraft. Unlike UAS pilots, manned aircraft pilot’s can feel and see
vehicle problems (e.g. ice accumulation) and react accordingly. Flying largely on map and
instruments, effectively instrument flight rules, UAS aircrew and have very poor FOV and
scan rates. For now, manned aircrew exhibit superior airmanship and emergency manage-
ment.

10.3 Closing the gap...

It is fair to say as sensory awareness and control capability between manned and unmanned
systems converge, so will their performance. This could happen through high fidelity human
interfaces or through smarter on-board systems. Either way, the physical necessity of on-
board crew seems likely to diminish and the variety and capability of unmanned aircraft
will grow as a consequence.

While greater UAS autonomy will certainly improve mission robustness, new autonomous
capability often springs from new sensing. Every new sensor brings new information but and
new vulnerabilities and uncertainty. As UAS autonomous sensing converges to and beyond
manned sensing, many vulnerabilities common to human pilots (e.g., disorientation in IFR
conditions) and other entirely new ones will appear.

While UAS have come a long way, much work remains to match human flight skills. Nev-
ertheless, whole new UAS capabilities will arise in the process.

10.4 Countering UAS

From this document’s technology overview, many avenues for countering UAS appear pos-
sible, including RF jamming and kinetic disruption – techniques familiar to traditional air
18 Many small UAS retain complete, unencrypted flight logs and video on board. Until this is rectified,
intelligence risk is still a problem for lost airframes.
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defence, though the scale, structural properties, and performance of UAS challenge tradi-
tional approaches.

Perhaps the key realization is that current UAS lack typical pilot awareness of the flight
environment, surrounding terrain, and aircraft state. Until this changes, UAS will be vul-
nerable to countermeasures that stress or compromise the pilot’s impoverished situational
awareness including complex terrain, poor visibility, and camouflage.
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With the proliferation, miniaturization and mass production of unmanned aircraft, the acquisition
and operation of unmanned aircraft is now within reach of any organization or technically-inclined
individual. However, the number and scale of these systems pose a potential risk to ground
personnel and facilities as well as other aircraft.

The objective of this report is to serve as a primer on general Unmanned Aircraft subsystems
and to provide a sense of current and future unmanned aircraft capability for the Countermeasure
community. Since rapid technical change makes tracking product developments impossible, this
document can only meaningfully overview basic technical principles and sketch general future
direction. However, within topics such as principles of flight, state estimation, or communications,
the document can afford to provide greater detail and insight into both the capabilities and vul-
nerabilities of unmanned systems. Finally, the report closes with a brief overview of emerging
applications and with high-level conclusions on the utility and character of unmanned operations.

Avec la prolifération, la miniaturisation et la production en série d’aéronefs sans équipage,
l’acquisition et l’exploitation d’aéronefs sans équipage sont désormais à la portée de toute or-
ganisation ou de tout individu ayant une vision technique. Cependant, le nombre et la taille de
ces systèmes représentent un risque potentiel pour le personnel et les installations au sol, ainsi
que pour les autres aéronefs.

Le présent rapport a pour objectif de servir d’introduction aux sous-systèmes généraux
d’aéronefs sans pilote et de donner une idée de la capacité actuelle et future en matière
d’aéronefs sans pilote pour la communauté des contre-mesures. Etant donné que les change-
ments techniques rapides rendent impossible le suivi des développements de produits, ce doc-
ument ne peut que donner une vue d’ensemble des principes techniques de base et dessiner
une orientation future générale. Toutefois, dans des domaines tels que les principes de vol,
l’estimation d’état ou les communications, le document peut permettre de fournir plus de dé-
tails et de mieux comprendre les capacités et les vulnérabilités des systèmes sans pilote. Enfin,
le rapport se termine par un bref aperçu des applications émergentes et par des conclusions
générales sur l’utilité et le caractère des opérations sans pilote.

Unmanned Systems; GOALTENDER
Counter Unmanned Aerial Systems; Unmanned Aerial Vehicle; Unmanned Aircraft Systems;
KEYWORDS, DESCRIPTORS or IDENTIFIERS (Use semi-colon as a delimiter.)12.
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